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The Internet2 project exists to help realize
the promise of a new cycle of innovation in
networking. The universities that initially
set out on this endeavor understood that
fundamental advances in network technolo-
gies would be needed to enable the
advanced network applications that univer-
sities will require to fulfill their research
and teaching missions in the 21st century.
Today the Internet2 project represents an
extraordinary partnership of over 130 uni-
versities, 40 corporations and 30 other
organizations. These participants understand
that in much the same way as the Internet
has changed the world, Internet2 has the
potential to transform again the way we
work, learn, and communicate.

From the beginning, quality of service
(QoS) has been essential to the Internet2
vision. The best-effort Internet is inherently
unable to guarantee with any reliability the
performance necessary to run even the
more moderately ambitious advanced net-
worked applications envisioned today.
Moreover, as new technologies and applica-
tions demand ever more from the network
and as users begin to rely on these applica-
tions, QoS will become increasingly mis-
sion critical. Successful deployment of pro-
duction-quality QoS will allow doctors to
interact in real time with distant patients,
astronomers to move large amounts of data
quickly from coast to coast, biologists to
make use of remote electron microscopes,
and instructors to offer distance learning
courses and university library resources to
students anywhere.

Quality of service will bring fundamental
shifts in how the Internet is used and how
we regard the service it provides. Users will
be able to request and reserve the network
resources that their applications require.
Consequently, when the requested resources
are not available along the path where they
are needed, the network will have to gener-

ate a busy signal. In contrast, today’s best-
effort-only Internet always admits new traf-
fic, with the expectation that in the face of
congestion, applications will slow their
transmission rates and adapt gracefully to
the reduced performance. Another conse-
quence of this is that, for mission-critical
applications like distance learning, users
will need to be able to schedule their net-
work usage in advance to avoid the possibil-
ity of a busy signal.

The resulting changes will shift the expecta-
tions of the Internet industry. Application
developers will be freed to use a mixture of
adaptive techniques and those that require
absolute performance levels from the net-
work, but will be tasked with characterizing
more precisely the network requirements of
their applications. Internet service providers
will need to provision their networks to sup-
port multiple classes of traffic, providing
QoS assurances to some flows, while allow-
ing efficient sharing of bandwidth to provide
adequate service to best-effort traffic.
Finally, all of us will have to grapple with
the problem of finding appropriate policies
and business models to support these new
network services.

The technical challenges are also significant.
Although there has been much research into
the signaling mechanisms and queuing dis-
ciplines needed to support QoS, and lately
into highly scalable techniques to reduce the
forwarding complexity of QoS-enabled
routers, there are no QoS technologies
proven to function in a large-scale internet-
work. For a QoS technology to serve the
needs of Internet2, it must scale to the high
speeds and large numbers of flows found in
the backbone. Further, it must also allow
individual Internet2 network clouds to make
independent engineering, provisioning, and
implementation decisions while still achiev-
ing a well-defined end-to-end QoS for wide-
area flows.

P R E FA C E
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Nine months ago, UCAID assigned the
Internet2 QoS Working Group the task of
recommending a QoS strategy to meet the
needs of Internet2. From a series of work-
shops that addressed the advanced applica-
tions and engineering QoS requirements of
the Internet2 community, the working group
synthesized a requirements document.
Additionally, considering these require-
ments and the state of the technology and
the standards process, the working group
grappled to formulate a technical recommen-
dation in this area. This first Internet2 Joint
Applications/Engineering QoS Workshop
was organized to present their recommenda-
tions and to solicit input from the broader
Internet2 and networking research commu-
nities. The discussions that took place over
the course of the two days significantly

helped to clarify and refine the direction for
Internet2 QoS and reinforced our under-
standing of the difficult but rewarding road
that lies ahead.

I invite you to read this report and encour-
age you to become engaged in the process of
developing a production Internet2 QoS
infrastructure that will enable the advanced
applications of the future. This is your
process. We look to you to criticize, correct
and complete the ideas presented here. As
with the development of the current
Internet, a partnership among academia,
industry and government is leading the
cycle of innovation required to take today’s
Internet to a new plateau of uses. The work
being undertaken in the area of QoS is an
crucial part of this cycle.

Douglas Van Houweling
President and CEO, UCAID
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Benjamin Teitelbaum, Internet2
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A B S T R A C T

The primary goal of Internet2 is to support
the research and education missions of uni-
versities through the development of new
advanced networked applications.
Unfortunately, many of these applications
simply are not feasible in today’s Internet
because the current best-effort delivery
model is unable to provide the minimum
end-to-end performance assurances that they
require. To enable these applications,
Internet2 networks must provide quality of
service (QoS) functionality that allows appli-
cations to reserve key network resources
without undue impact on best-effort traffic.

Through dialogue over the past year, the
Internet2 applications and engineering com-
munities have identified a set of require-
ments for Internet2 QoS based on application
needs and engineering constraints. In turn,
the Internet2 QoS Working Group has stud-
ied these requirements and has recommend-
ed that Internet2 adopt the evolving differen-
tiated services (DiffServ) approach to QoS.

The DiffServ framework has emerged in the
last year out of a desire for simple and scala-
ble forms of QoS that provide meaningful
end-to-end services across multiple, separate-
ly administered network clouds without
necessitating complex interprovider business
arrangements. These objectives are remark-
ably similar to the requirements and design
goals identified for Internet2 QoS — in par-
ticular, the emphasis on simplicity, scalabili-
ty, interoperability, and administrability.

Although the current push for DiffServ is
largely being driven by the immediate needs
of commercial network service providers

who wish to deploy class of service (CoS)
functionality in their networks, the frame-
work admits the implementation of a range
of services that appear to meet the most
pressing needs of advanced applications.
Indeed, it is fortunate that most of the new
functional components needed to implement
CoS are identical with those that are
required to implement the stronger services
required by Internet2. The Internet2 QoS
Working Group recommends that Internet2
emphasize experimental deployment of
those particular services envisioned under
the DiffServ framework that provide
absolute transmission assurances — that is,
assurances that are in no way relative to the
current load on the network.

However wonderful the fit between
DiffServ’s design and Internet2’s needs, and
however sound the engineering principles
behind the DiffServ framework, many hard
technical and social problems remain that
can only be solved through experience and
iterative design refinement in a testbed envi-
ronment. Therefore, Internet2 is launching a
DiffServ testbed that will focus on interoper-
ability among participating Internet2 net-
works and on collective problem solving
among those experimenting with new servic-
es. Beyond providing a cooperative environ-
ment for resolving engineering issues, the
testbed effort can serve as the focal point for
continuing dialogue on the complex engi-
neering, social, and policy changes that are
required before production QoS services and
regular use of advanced applications can
become commonplace. The proposed
Internet2 DiffServ testbed is described fur-
ther in the final section of this report.

1. Problem Statement

In today’s Internet, each network element
along an IP packet’s path makes nothing
more than a good-faith effort to forward the

Q U A L I T Y  O F  S E R V I C E
F O R  I N T E R N E T 2
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packet toward its destination. If a router’s
queue is overloaded, packets are dropped
with little or no distinction between low-pri-
ority traffic and urgent traffic. This is known
as best-effort service.

To function correctly, many advanced appli-
cations require guarantees of minimum
bandwidth and maximum packet delay
(latency) that best-effort networks are unable
to make. For example, remote collaborative
tools usually have requirements based on
hard thresholds of human perceptual sensi-
tivity that translate into very specific band-
width and latency needs. Failure to meet
these needs results in the application being
unusable. Moreover, some important
advanced applications, such as remote sur-
gery or remote instrument control, have
requirements that, if not met, result in unac-
ceptable real-world consequences — for
example, loss of life or damage to expensive
remote equipment.

Internet2 strives for an integrated approach
in which QoS-enabled streams coexist with
normal best-effort traffic, sharing network
resources in such a way that the benefits of
circuit-switched networks (performance
guarantees) and those of best-effort networks
(low cost due to resource sharing) may
simultaneously be achieved.

2. QoS Requirements for Internet2

With the help of input from a series of work-
shops held over the last year, the Internet2
QoS Working Group has identified several
requirements that any approach to Internet2
QoS must meet. To be successful, any
Internet2 QoS solution must:

■ Enable advanced applications
■ Be scalable
■ Be administrable
■ Be measurable
■ Admit multiple, interoperable imple-

mentations of both individual pieces
of equipment and clouds

■ Have support from operating sys-
tems and middleware

■ Be incrementally deployable starting
in 1998

The following subsections outline each
requirement in more detail. Readers familiar
with these requirements may wish to skip to
Section 3, “Differentiated Services: An
Evolving QoS Solution.”

2.1 Enabling Advanced Applications
When asked what QoS they need from the
network, application developers tend to smile
and say something like, “I need as much
bandwidth as you can give me with as little
latency, jitter, and loss as possible.” This is
not a completely tongue-in-cheek answer.
The reality of developing networked applica-
tions for a best-effort Internet has compelled
many application developers to become
expert at writing adaptive applications that
function correctly over a wide range of
throughputs. Developers are consequently not
accustomed to thinking about the baseline
requirements of their applications.

To support the development of advanced
applications, the primary Internet transport
protocols — most importantly TCP — have
been carefully designed and tuned over the
past 25 years to degrade gracefully in the
face of congestion and to hunt eagerly for
bandwidth in its absence. In today’s
Internet, new connections are essentially
never denied and every connection’s per-
formance degrades as the network load
increases. There are no busy signals in a
best-effort network.

In contrast, the user of a QoS-enabled net-
work will perceive a service model more
like that of the telephone system. There is
first some sort of call setup, in which the
user attempts to initiate a connection and
reserve the required resources. Then,
assuming that the call goes through, the
user is assured a clear channel on which to
communicate (barring equipment failures).
Alternatively, at call setup time, the user
may receive a busy signal and be denied
the privilege of connecting at the desired
level of QoS. Adapting to this new service
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paradigm will require significant changes
to the expectations of both users and
developers.

Dialogue between the Internet2 applications
and engineering communities over the past
year has attempted to push beyond the ini-
tial stalemate to identify the specific net-
work requirements of advanced applica-
tions. Together with an informal survey of
developers, these discussions revealed a
rough consensus on the kinds of transmis-
sion parameters that matter, but very few
hard numbers and very little understanding
of the nature of the network performance
assurances required.

A fundamental dimension of any applica-
tion’s QoS requirements is the set of trans-
mission parameters about which assurances
are needed. The transmission parameters
most commonly mentioned as requiring
assurances are bandwidth and latency. For
the next-generation applications currently
envisioned, these requirements amount to
bandwidth needs of some small number of
megabits per second (<10Mbps) and maxi-
mum latencies of 30 to 500 msec. Some
applications also require bounds on jitter
(variability in packet delay), although most
can mask jitter through receiver-based play-
back buffers. More esoteric transmission
parameters like privacy and robustness were
occasionally mentioned, but are currently
considered out of scope by the Internet2
QoS Working Group.

An important class of applications requires
that QoS assurances apply not only to uni-
cast flows, but to multicast traffic as well.
Because the engineering complexities of mul-
ticast technologies in general are notorious,
the working group has decided to make the
extension of QoS to multicast flows a long-
term goal, but not a strict requirement. Early
iterations of any QoS approach adopted will
focus on providing reliable and robust QoS
services to unicast flows. Attempts will be
made to avoid taking steps that would pre-
clude later extension of the adopted QoS
technologies to the multicast case.

The other key component of any QoS assur-
ance is the nature of the assurance itself.
There is a great deal of confusion among
developers (and among the networking com-
munity at large) about the kinds of assur-
ances that are required. Closer scrutiny
reveals a broad range of needs.

The most demanding applications have spe-
cific, absolute transmission requirements
grounded in hard thresholds of human per-
ceptual sensitivity, and are highly intolerant
of network performance below these levels.
Other applications have specific require-
ments, but are tolerant of occasional drops
in performance or require only that the per-
formance averaged over a certain time peri-
od be maintained. Finally, there is a desire
for network functionality that can simply
treat the traffic from certain applications or
users “better” than other traffic. In the last
case, the assurance made is relative to the
network load imposed by other traffic,
while in the first two, the required assur-
ances are absolute.

Whereas attention is most often paid to the
service “floor” provided to the application
by QoS assurances, many notions of QoS
also have consequences for the “ceiling” on
the available resources. Over the past 25
years, a great deal of expertise has been
developed around the engineering of so-
called “adaptive applications.” These appli-
cations are able to adjust gracefully and use-
fully to the varying availability of network
resources. There is significant concern
among some segments of the Internet2 com-
munity that any QoS approach allow for the
continued use of adaptive techniques.

Finally, there is a temporal aspect to any QoS
assurance — namely, when does the assur-
ance begin and for how long does it last? An
important class of applications, of which dis-
tance-learning applications and remote
instrument control are superb examples,
requires that users be able to schedule QoS-
enabled sessions in advance. In the distance
learning case, without such advance reserva-
tions, students might receive busy signals
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Campuses

Core

GigaPoPs

from the network at the time that a distance
learning course is scheduled to meet.

2.2 Scalability
Certainly the greatest engineering challenge
to providing end-to-end, per-flow QoS is
scalability. QoS approaches that require sub-
stantial per-flow state or computational
overhead in the forwarding engines simply
will not scale as the number of QoS-enabled
flows through the network grows large.
Scalability is a particular concern in core
routers, where the fan-in from the network
edges can easily burden routers with for-
warding thousands of flows at very high
packet-per-second rates.(See Figure 1.)

Although the focus of the Internet2 QoS
Working Group has been on finding highly
scalable approaches to QoS, there may well
continue to be small sets of high-end users
who require very demanding or long-lived
flows that are best supported by stateful QoS
approaches like RSVP. However, it is the
goal of Internet2 to move beyond isolated
demonstrations of advanced applications
and toward highly scalable architectures that

will enable the emergence of thriving user
communities for these applications.

2.3 Administrability
As with any scarce resource, there will need
to be mechanisms to allocate and account
for QoS. These mechanisms must operate
efficiently, providing end users ready access
to QoS features without unduly burdening
network planning and operations staff with
additional management complexity.
Furthermore, these administrative mecha-
nisms must support a flexible set of policies
and deter theft of QoS services.

2.4 Measurability
Since institutions (and eventually users)
will pay for the QoS they receive, there
must be a means for end users to measure
and audit their network performance. The
requirement of measurability implies not
only a need for measurement tools, but also
a need for well-understood network per-
formance metrics. Network providers may
need additional measurement tools to assist
in the provisioning and debugging of QoS
services, and possibly also to support auto-

F I G U R E  1 .
Scalability is a 
serious concern in the
network core, where
thousands of flows
may pass through
each router.
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mated measurement-based admission con-
trol mechanisms.

2.5 Admitting Multiple, Interoperable
Implementations
Any Internet2 QoS approach must admit
multiple, interoperable implementations of
key functional components (i.e. packet for-
warders, classifiers, and admission control
elements), as well multiple, interoperable
implementations of QoS services across
individual network clouds.

2.5.1 Interoperability of Equipment
Any QoS approach adopted by Internet2
should be implementable by one or (prefer-
ably) many vendor partners. In a heteroge-
neous internetwork as large and diverse as
Internet2, multi-vendor interoperability is
absolutely essential. Fortunately, most
equipment vendors and network service
providers understand that standards-based
interoperability of QoS technologies is key
both to the success of end-to-end services
and to their own financial success.

To ensure the wider success of QoS and to
avoid technical isolation, Internet2 must

pursue a QoS strategy that is closely aligned
with the directions of Internet standards
organizations such as the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF). Although it
is very likely that initial Internet2 QoS
deployment will begin before standards
work is complete, the Internet2 QoS experi-
ence should provide invaluable early feed-
back to the ongoing standards work, includ-
ing feedback on the interoperability or non-
interoperability of alternative implementa-
tion techniques.

2.5.2 Interoperability of Network Clouds
QoS-enabled flows and call setup signaling
should be treated in a standard and well-
understood way at cloud-to-cloud bound-
aries, but clouds must be allowed to imple-
ment QoS internally in potentially very dif-
ferent ways. Internal implementations of
QoS may vary depending on a cloud’s
underlying technologies, internal policies,
and provisioning decisions.

Consider the path between the two hosts in
Figure 2. This path flows from the source
host into the campus network, then on to
the regional gigaPoP, a national interconnect

Interoperability
between separately
administered and
designed clouds...

...and between multiple
implementations
of network elements...

...is crucial if we
are to provide
end-to-end QoS.

Campus
Networks

Campus
Networks

GigaPoPs

GigaPoPs

Backbone
Networks

HOST

HOST

F I G U R E  2 .
Interoperability.
Separately adminis-
tered clouds must be
able to provide QoS
services that concate-
nate to achieve 
end-to-end QoS.
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(e.g. the vBNS), another gigaPoP, another
campus network, and finally the destination
host. This is the typical situation in the
Internet2 environment. Since campuses,
gigaPoPs, and interconnects are each under
separate administrative control, there is a
need to standardize a notion of QoS across a
cloud, so that a sequence of clouds may pro-
vide meaningful end-to-end QoS services.

2.6 Support from Operating Systems 
and Middleware
Eventually, hosts should be able to initiate
QoS requests for their flows. In the short
term, however, QoS services may need to be
statically configured on a per-wall-jack, per-
port-number, or per-protocol basis. Hosts
must also be able to identify themselves or
their users appropriately to the network for
purposes of authentication, authorization, and
accounting. Additionally, to provide true end-
to-end QoS, host operating systems will need
to support QoS-enabled flows. This kind of
real-time functionality is not present in the
operating systems of most current Internet2
hosts, where packets may experience bottle-
necks within the network stack, the memory
system, or even the process scheduler.

2.7 Incrementally Deployable, 
Starting in 1998
It would be unrealistic to adopt a QoS
approach that required a “flag day” for
changing all network elements. A valuable
service can arise from even a partial deploy-
ment — for example, only at the most con-
gested points or only along certain paths.
This could have immediate benefits for a
number of important existing applications
that require QoS.

Additionally, since no off-the-shelf QoS
solution exists that will meet the pressing
advanced applications requirements of our
members, there is a need for immediate
experimentation and iterative refinement of
the most promising QoS technologies and
services. At the time of this workshop, these
appear to be DiffServ and a set of proposed
services that offer non-relative (absolute)
assurances to applications.

3. The DiffServ Achitectural Framework

The goal of the evolving IETF DiffServ
framework is to provide a means of offering
a spectrum of services in the Internet with-
out having to maintain per-flow state in
every router.

By bringing together a multitude of QoS-
enabled flows into a small number of aggre-
gates that are given a small number of differ-
entiated treatments within the network,
DiffServ eliminates the need to recognize
and store information about each individual
flow in core routers, and thus achieves scal-
ability. The essential trick is to combine a
small number of simple aggregate packet
treatments with a larger number of per-flow
policing policies to provide a broad and
flexible range of services.

Each DiffServ flow is policed and marked at
the first trusted downstream router. This is
done according to a contracted service pro-
file, usually a token bucket filter. When
viewed from the perspective of a network
administrator, the first trusted downstream
router is a leaf router at the periphery of the
trusted network. Downstream from the near-
est leaf router, a DiffServ flow is mingled
with similar DiffServ traffic into an aggre-
gate. All subsequent forwarding and policing
is performed on aggregates.

Another important benefit of handling traffic
aggregates is the simplification of the busi-
ness relationships required to construct end-
to-end services. In the DiffServ model, indi-
vidual network clouds contract with neigh-
boring clouds to provide differentiated serv-
ice contracts for different traffic aggregates.
Like per-flow contracts, aggregate contracts
are characterized by profiles (again, often
based on token bucket filters). By strictly
enforcing the aggregate traffic contracts
between clouds and by ensuring that new
calls that would exceed aggregate traffic
capacity are not admitted, the DiffServ
architecture provides well-defined end-to-
end service over chains of separately admin-
istered clouds. Furthermore, since each
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aggregate’s contracts exist only at the bound-
aries between clouds, the result is a set of
simple bilateral service level agreements that
mimics current interprovider exchange
agreements.

In addition to DiffServ-enabled packet for-
warders, required components include clas-
sifiers, policers, markers and a new kind of
network component known as a bandwidth
broker. These are shown in the figure below.

Per-flow policing and marking is performed
by the first trusted leaf router downstream
from the sending host. When a local admis-
sion control decision has been made by the
sender’s cloud, the leaf router is configured
with the contracted per-flow service profile.
Downstream from the first leaf router, all
traffic is handled as aggregates.

On cloud ingress, incoming traffic is classi-
fied by the per-hop behavior (PHB) bits into
aggregates, which are policed according to
the aggregate profiles in place. Depending
on the particular DiffServ service model in
question, out-of-profile packets are either
dropped at the edge or marked with a differ-

ent PHB. As in-profile traffic traverses a
cloud, it may experience induced burstiness
caused by queuing effects or increased
aggregation. Consequently, clouds may need
to shape on egress to prevent otherwise con-
forming traffic from being unfairly policed at
the next downstream cloud.

Finally, to make appropriate internal and
external admission control decisions and
to configure leaf and edge device policers
correctly, each cloud is outfitted with a
bandwidth broker (BB). When a sender sig-
nals its local bandwidth broker to initiate a
connection, the user is authenticated and
the user’s request is submitted to a local
policy-based admission control decision
making mechanism. On behalf of the
sender, the BB then initiates an end-to-end
call setup along the chain of bandwidth
brokers representing the clouds to be tra-
versed by the flow. The bandwidth broker
abstraction is critically important because
it allows separately administered network
clouds (possibly implemented with very
different underlying technologies and poli-
cies) to manage their network resources as
they see fit.

Bandwidth Brokers
(perform admissions control,
manage network resources,

configure leaf and edge devices)

Aggregate SLA

Leaf Router
(police, mark flows)

Egress
Edge Router

(shape aggregates)

Ingress Edge Router
(classify, police, mark aggregates)

BB

Source Destination

BBHOST HOST

F I G U R E  3 .
The Differentiated
Services Architectural
Framework.
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Although the DiffServ architectural frame-
work described here is fully consistent with
the framework described in Jacobson’s pres-
entation at this workshop and in several
recent IETF Internet Drafts, it is not current-
ly under standards consideration in the
IETF. The current scope of the IETF DiffServ
working group charter is to define several
initial PHBs and code points in the IPv4 and
IPv6 packet headers to represent them.

4. DiffServ Evaluated

The objectives guiding the evolution of
DiffServ are remarkably similar to the require-
ments and design goals for Internet2 QoS.
From a network engineering perspective, the
Internet2 QoS Working Group likes DiffServ’s
emphasis on simplicity, scalability, interoper-
ability, and administrability. Even more com-
pelling is that the framework supports a range
of implementable services that appears to span
the space of advanced application require-
ments. What follows is a point-by-point analy-
sis of how the DiffServ framework meets the
quality of service requirements of Internet2.

4.1 Enables Advanced Applications
In judging how well a QoS approach meets
the needs of advanced applications, the pri-
mary criterion must certainly be the nature
of the end-to-end transmission guarantees
that can be offered by the approach. We con-
jecture that a set of four proposed DiffServ
services will suffice for Internet2 application
requirements:

■ Premium — emulates a leased line.
Peak bandwidth guarantee with very
low queuing delay, loss, and jitter.
Appropriate for intolerant applica-
tions. See Jacobson’s extended
abstract on page 26.

■ Assured (or a similar predictive
service) — emulates a lightly loaded
network. Similar to Controlled Load;
appropriate for tolerant and adaptive
applications. See Wroclawski’s
extended abstract on page 32.

■ Class of Service (CoS) — relative,
precedence-based service classes.

Better best-effort service to meet
coarse user and institutional 
priorities.

■ Default — best-effort service.

Premium offers a peak-limited service with
extremely low loss and jitter and minimal
queuing delay. It requires a PHB equivalent
to strict priority queuing, as well as admis-
sion control policies that never oversell the
Premium capacity of any router. Per-flow
and aggregate Premium policers drop all
out-of-profile packets. Premium service is
appropriate for the most intolerant applica-
tions and may appeal to an even broader
community of providers, developers, and
users due to its easily understood service
contract. (For a more in-depth analysis of
Premium’s applicability to internet2’s needs,
see Nichols’ appendix on page 58.)

Assured service is an example of the predic-
tive services that inhabit the middle portion
of the service spectrum. With Assured, users
contract for a specific service profile and are
guaranteed that in-profile traffic will experi-
ence service consistent with a “lightly loaded
network” even in the presence of congestion.
In-profile packets are given a PHB that indi-
cates that they should be dropped last if
packets need to be dropped. Out-of-profile
packets are re-marked by policers to have the
default, best-effort PHB. Predictive services
like Assured are likely to be much less
expensive to provide than Premium and may
well meet the needs of applications that don’t
require the strength of the Premium assur-
ance. Such services may be appropriate for
applications that can tolerate some packet
loss and only require transmission assurances
that are averaged over long periods of time.
Additionally, the Assured service model has
a soft ceiling that allows for continued use of
adaptive application techniques.

Finally, CoS will likely become important to
Internet2 member institutions that want
coarse differentiation of network traffic to
meet institutional priorities or to support
applications that are merely in need of better
service in the short term. For example, a
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university might give email traffic from the
bursar’s office higher priority than chat traf-
fic from dormitory networks, but lower pri-
ority than email between medical
researchers. However, as network traffic con-
tinues to grow faster than bandwidth can be
provisioned, CoS approaches will never
meet the stronger requirements of many
important advanced applications.

The Internet2 QoS Working Group recom-
mends immediate testbed deployment of the
stronger, “absolute” forms of DiffServ —
specifically, the Premium and Assured serv-
ices described above. Additionally, we rec-
ommend that Internet2 networks support
CoS functionality as it becomes commercial-
ly available.

Other application requirements mentioned
in Section 2.1 include eventual QoS support
for multicast flows and the ability to sched-
ule QoS-enabled sessions in advance.
Although neither piece of functionality has
been developed for DiffServ, there is nothing
in the framework that would appear to pre-
clude either one. Extending the PHB treat-
ments to the multicast case should be
straightforward, with most complexity aris-
ing in the extension of the bandwidth broker
admission control algorithms. Supporting
scheduled reservations is again a matter of
extending the bandwidth broker admission
control algorithms.

4.2 Scalability
Scalability is one of the most serious engi-
neering requirements for QoS. Happily, it is
also one of the primary concerns driving the
design of the DiffServ architecture.

4.2.1 Scaling to Large Numbers of Flows
Core routers are routinely burdened with for-
warding thousands of flows. Consequently,
any QoS approach that requires substantial
per-flow state or computational overhead in
the forwarding engines will not scale well.
The DiffServ approach attempts to push per-
flow complexity away from the network core
and toward the network periphery where
both the forwarding speeds and the fan-in of

flows are smaller. The aim is to provide per-
flow service assurances by policing flows at
leaf routers and servicing only a small num-
ber of traffic aggregates in the core. As has
been discussed, aggregates are characterized
by only a small number of simple per-hop
forwarding behaviors (PHBs), which greatly
reduces the per-packet forwarding complexi-
ty for core routers.

4.2.2 Scaling to High Speeds
In addition to the need to keep PHBs simple
so that aggregates may be handled at high
speeds, there will be an increasing need for
high-speed handling of individual flows.
This is especially true in environments
where increases in available network band-
width create a perception that bandwidth is
plentiful. Dramatic increases in available
bandwidth will inspire and enable new
kinds of applications that will increasingly
depend on the existence of fat pipes. When
these pipes eventually become congested,
the new applications will require QoS assur-
ances that scale to very high speeds. The dif-
ferentiated services approach of pushing all
per-flow complexity as close to the end-
hosts as possible represents the best hope for
scaling per-flow QoS to very high speeds.

4.3 Administrability
In the differentiated services framework, each
cloud is free to set its own arbitrarily com-
plex and baroque local policies and adminis-
trative procedures as long as the bilateral
agreements that it makes with other clouds
are honored. Since resource allocation poli-
cies are often sensitive, it is appealing that
the bandwidth broker admission control
abstraction handles external requests without
extensive sharing of policy information.

Because internal policies and procedures
vary so widely among domains, the adminis-
trative flexibility of DiffServ is especially
important for clouds that contain end hosts.
The advent of production quality QoS will
inevitably be accompanied by a need to con-
trol access to it according to locally appro-
priate policies. The negotiation between a
host and its local bandwidth broker is the
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ideal place to enforce such local policies.
Within a domain, the bandwidth broker is
the centralized point for performing authen-
tication, authorization, and accounting
(AAA) and as such is the point where poli-
cies are administered.

Some campuses within Internet2 may have
decentralized or hierarchical administrative
structures that would be better served by a
distributed bandwidth broker architecture. 
A distributed bandwidth broker architecture
would be fully consistent with the DiffServ
architectural framework and could also have
desirable performance and fault tolerance
characteristics. Other campuses may choose
to avoid the complexities of highly dynamic
AAA by selling statically configured, sub-
scription-based services to users. This
approach is explored further in Gray’s
extended abstract.

4.4 Measurability
DiffServ allows a contracted QoS service
profile to be compared with well-defined IP
performance metrics. A user with suitable
measurement tools will be able to audit the
service received against the contracted serv-
ice. Measurement tools could also be used
by network service providers to audit their
aggregate traffic contracts.

Additionally, network service providers may
rely on measurement tools for network plan-
ning, engineering, and debugging. For exam-
ple, measurements might reveal unexpected
congestion points that need to be either
relieved or managed carefully by the local
bandwidth broker.

A particularly nice consequence of the
DiffServ architectural framework is that
much useful measurement data falls natural-
ly out of the architecture’s packet classifiers
and policers.

4.5 Admitting Multiple, Interoperable
Implementations
Standards-based interoperability of forwarding
equipment and support for end-to-end servic-
es have been primary design goals since the

beginning of DiffServ and are among its key
strengths. The IETF is currently focused on
specifying standards for PHBs and the packet
header code points that signify them; this
should allow for interoperability at the lowest
level. Cloud-to-cloud interoperability will be
achieved by global PHB standards and simple
bilateral service level agreements that can be
concatenated to form end-to-end services.

4.5.1 Interoperability of Equipment
Although much of the IETF DiffServ work-
ing group’s work to date has been on speci-
fying a few standard PHBs and on finding
agreement on how to assign the bits of the
DiffServ field while maintaining backward
compatibility with routers that use the ToS
field, additional work will soon be needed
to define standard protocols for

■ Hosts to signal their requests to their
local bandwidth broker.

■ Bandwidth brokers to authenticate
users.

■ Bandwidth brokers to signal other
bandwidth brokers for end-to-end
call setup.

■ Bandwidth brokers to signal leaf
routers with the per-flow policing
parameters that should be enforced.

4.5.2 Interoperability of Network Clouds
The need to concatenate the separately
administered and engineered services of
multiple network clouds into meaningful
end-to-end services has been a primary moti-
vator of the DiffServ architecture since its
inception. The DiffServ framework meets
this need by defining services only at cloud
edges and by allowing for flexibility in how
services are implemented within each cloud.
Bandwidth brokers abstract the differences
between how clouds are engineered internal-
ly, and provide a common meeting point for
admission control negotiation. Within a
DiffServ cloud, network engineers have con-
siderable flexibility in choosing among com-
peting technologies, network equipment ven-
dors, and provisioning alternatives. In partic-
ular, DiffServ should be implementable
either completely at the IP level, or, in the
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case of an IP-over-ATM cloud, by mapping
DiffServ PHBs to ATM service classes.

The differentiated services approach is partic-
ularly well suited to meeting the administra-
tive challenges of extending a QoS service
across separately administered clouds. The
framework results in simple, bilateral agree-
ments between service providers that are easy
to comprehend, enforce, and audit.
Additionally, by hiding the internal provi-
sioning and engineering details behind the
bandwidth broker abstraction, network serv-
ice providers are afforded the privacy and
flexibility they need to operate independently
and competitively. DiffServ’s separation of
differentiated forwarding from intradomain
resource management and admission control
has been compared with the historically suc-
cessful separation of forwarding (simple) from
routing (complex). If the parallel abstraction
is equally successful, it should result in
increasingly sophisticated support for policies
and efficient resource management tech-
niques that occur independently of the under-
lying differentiated forwarding mechanisms.

4.6 Support from Operating Systems 
and Middleware
A DiffServ architecture can be deployed ini-
tially using today’s QoS-blind applications
together with simple email requests. It is
expected, however, that there will quickly
develop a need for applications to be able to
signal their QoS requirements dynamically
with the support of appropriate APIs and
middleware.

RSVP is increasingly available in modern
operating systems and could be used as the
signaling protocol between hosts and their
local bandwidth broker. An architecture for
mating RSVP to DiffServ has been outlined
in a recent Internet Draft.

To facilitate the development of DiffServ-
enabled applications, the Internet2 applica-
tions group has proposed that differences
among existing APIs and among operating
system QoS signaling protocols be abstracted
by a new API and appropriate middleware.

4.7 Incrementally Deployable, 
Starting in 1998
There is a happy coincidence in the concur-
rent evolution of DiffServ and Internet2 QoS.
While the push for differentiated services is
being driven by commercial network service
providers’ immediate need to offer CoS, the
set of new functional components that are
needed for this overlaps significantly with
that required to implement the experimental,
absolute, per-flow services required by
Internet2. Traffic shapers, classifiers,
policers, and parts of the proposed band-
width broker functionality either exist today
or will exist in next-generation routers.

An attractive quality of the DiffServ frame-
work is that it may be deployed incremental-
ly and offer useful pre-production services
before a complete system is in place. The
incremental deployments of the proposed
Premium service and a predictive service
like Assured are likely to complement each
other nicely. Premium deployment would
initially have a rigid service definition, but
with very limited availability that would
incrementally expand. In contrast, Assured
would initially have nearly universal avail-
ability, but with a very weak service defini-
tion that would incrementally strengthen.

5. Summary and Conclusions

Over the past year, the Internet2 QoS
Working Group has worked with the
Internet2 applications and networking com-
munities to identify the requirements for
Internet2 QoS and the best technologies for
meeting them. Although there are no off-the-
shelf solutions that will fulfill the demanding
array of requirements identified, the evolving
differentiated services approach to QoS
appears to offer the most promising approach.

Nevertheless, many hard technical and
social problems remain that can be solved
only through experience, research, and itera-
tive design refinement in a testbed environ-
ment. In the coming months, Internet2 will
facilitate a DiffServ testbed where new serv-
ices can improve incrementally in quality
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and availability and where technical experi-
ence can be gained for feedback to the rele-
vant research, engineering, and standards
efforts. On the social side, it is particularly
important to begin to develop broader expe-
rience with QoS, so that developers, users,
and administrators can begin to understand
the expectational and policy transitions that
are required before production QoS services
can flourish.

We invite the reader to enjoy the following
report from the First Internet2 Joint
Applications/Engineering QoS Workshop.
The two-day workshop was held at Bay
Networks in Santa Clara, California, on
May 21-22, 1998. It attracted an unusual
and exciting diversity of participants.
Campus network planners, advanced appli-
cation developers, representatives from fed-
eral agency networks, university chief
information officers, gigaPoP planners, and
members of the network research communi-
ty all met to investigate the many chal-
lenges and opportunities of getting
Internet2 started on a concerted and multi-
disciplinary effort to deploy a robust inter-
domain QoS infrastructure.
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Jaron Lanier, The National Tele-immersion
Initiative

1. Introduction

A coalition of research universities is work-
ing to create a dramatic advance in virtual
reality technology in order to provide a test
application for Internet2.

Tele-immersion in its early years will serve
as the toughest customer for new ideas from
the Internet2 community, before those ideas
can be widely adopted and eventually
“locked in.” If the network can handle tele-
immersion, it can handle anything. 

2. Telecubicles, The First Tele-immersion
Application

Tele-immersion differs from prior efforts in
virtual reality in a variety of ways. In a tele-
immersive interface the physical environ-
ment, including people, is continuously
measured and transmitted as viewer-inde-
pendent three-dimensional data. This opens
up the possibility of photorealistic “avatars.”
Furthermore, as a result of this continuous

measurement, features of people and other
objects in the environment will be recog-
nized and tracked, and displays will be
dynamically autocalibrated. A tele-immer-
sive interface will therefore be able to
achieve an unprecedented integration of
physical and virtual objects. 

This is in turn part of a larger goal. Tele-
immersive interfaces are being designed to fit
into the larger workflow of users rather than
being exceptional devices. The first such
interface, the “telecubicle,” will allow immer-
sive networking to be undertaken without
giving up more familiar office tools. In order
to achieve this ambitious vision, new
research goals have been defined in the areas
of network software architecture, sensors, dis-
play devices, high level authoring tools, data-
base design, and image processing. Early
applications will be in mechanical CAD
(Computer Aided Design) and medicine.

3. QoS Requirements for Telecubicles

One of the purposes of the initiative is to
provide a challenging empirical test of
advanced network research. 

T E L E - I M M E R S I O N :
T H E  U LT I M AT E  Q O S -
C R I T I C A L  A P P L I C AT I O N

T A B L E  1 .
Needs for a Successful Tele-immersive Experience

Type Latency Bandwidth Reliable Multicast Security Streaming Dynamic QoS

Control <30 ms 64 kb/s yes no high no low

Text <100 ms 64 kb/s yes no med no low

Audio <30 ms N x 128 kb/s no yes med yes med

Video <100 ms N x 5 Mb/s no yes low yes med

Tracking <10 ms N x 128 kb/s no yes low yes med

Database <100 ms >1 GB/s yes maybe med no high

Simulation <30 ms >1 GB/s mixed maybe med maybe high

Rendering <30 ms >1 GB/s no maybe low maybe med

Source: Rick Stevens, Argonne National Laboratory
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Telecubicles combine an intolerance for
latency (because of the real-time interactions
required for collaborative mechanical design)
with a substantial bandwidth requirement
(because of the need to transmit the current
state of the physical environments).
Furthermore, each cubicle must multicast
some, but not all, aspects of its current state
to other cubicles. Because latency can never
be completely eliminated, predictive tech-
niques will be brought into play to reduce
the apparent latency between cubicles. 

At this point, it’s not possible to firmly pre-
dict the requirements for bandwidth, laten-
cy, jitter, and packet loss required for suc-

cessful tele-immersive applications, such as
the Telecubicles project. In May 1997, Rick
Stevens of the Argonne National Laboratory
made the projections shown in Table 1.

The Telecubicles project has created some
estimates for database updates required for a
tele-immersive experience, shown in Table 2.

4. Summary and Conclusions

Telecubicles are the ultimate test for QoS.
Top networking and tele-immersion
researchers will work together to implement
and test what will be one of the most ambi-
tious network applications to date. 

T A B L E  2 .
Estimates for Database Updates in Telecubicles

Function Bandwidth Loss Latency Jitter

New Object 1 MB/object none tolerant TCP-like
Change Object

Dance 216 kb/s okay low okay
Bulldozer Plow 600 kb/s okay not critical okay

Environment Scanning 15 GB/s okay minimal okay
Facial Changes *5–10 MB/s okay moderate okay

Secondary Head Motion low none low none
Wavelet 43 kb/s none low none

Haptic Data 1 kb/s none low none

*with compression

Source: Jaron Lanier, The National Tele-immersion Initiative
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Robert Grossman
National Center for Data Mining 
University of Illinois at Chicago 
and Magnify, Inc.

1. Introduction

Data mining is the automatic discovery of pat-
terns, associations, changes and anomalies in
large data sets ([1] and [2]). Data mining has
traditionally been focused on data which is
located in a central warehouse and analyzed
within memory. On the other hand most data
is distributed. Developing technologies to
mine distributed data is a fundamental chal-
lenge ([7], [6] and [8]).

It is important to distinguish searching for
data on networks and data mining. An
example should make this distinction clear.
Finding all documents containing the key
word sunspots is a typical search. On the
other hand, consider the problem of search-
ing for correlations between 25 years of
sunspot data archived on a server in Boulder
and 80 years of Southern night marine air
temperature data archived on a server in
Maryland. The goal of this data mining
query is to understand whether sunspots
might be a correlated with climatic shifts in
temperature.

Concretely, the data mining process can be
viewed as the process of applying data min-
ing algorithms to a learning set extracted
from a data warehouse to produce a predic-
tive model [6]. More accurate predictive
models can always be obtained by moving
distributed data to a central data warehouse.
The problem is that this can be so expensive
that most data is never mined. A fundamen-
tal trade-off in distributed data mining is
whether to (a) move data or (b) keep the data
in place, analyze the data separately, and
merge the results. More precisely, the chal-
lenge is move as little data as possible while
still maintaining acceptable accuracy.

QoS plays two different types of roles in dis-
tributed data mining:

1. Today we have a good understanding of
distributed databases. The challenge with
distributed databases is whether to use a
strategy which returns data or one which
returns the results of queries applied to
data. Data mining is more complex in
that, in addition, the possibility also
exists of returning predictive models.
The primary role of QoS in distributed
data mining is to provide the necessary
guarantees so that an appropriate strategy
for either returning (a) data, (b) the
results of queries, or (c) predictive mod-
els can be developed when mining data
which is geographically distributed. 

2. Visualization is an important technique
in data mining, but today is limited pri-
marily to mining local data. With QoS,
visualization can also be used when
mining geographically distributed data. 

2. Four Examples

Interactive Exploration of Data. Both ftp and
http can move files. But with web browsers
and http people begin to work with net-
worked documents in a fundamentally new
way. Today the software infrastructure on
the Web is focused on exploring (multime-
dia) documents. Distributed data mining is
about the interactive exploration of net-
worked data. For this to be possible, the data
mining system must determine whether to
move data, the results of queries, or predic-
tive models. Given the data size, the accura-
cy required, and QoS guarantees, this
becomes possible.

Decision Support. Data mining has proven
successful for a variety of decision support
applications such as detecting fraud and
extending credit to consumers. The goal is to
make decisions in near real time using as

T H E  R O L E  O F  Q O S  I N  W I D E
A R E A  D ATA  M I N I N G
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much data as possible. Generally speaking,
the more data which is available, the more
accurate the predictive models. The problem
is that as the number of data sources
increases, so does the possibility that the
entire decision will be delayed due to delays
of accessing a few of the sites. With QoS,
decisions can be reached even if it means
not using some of the data due to the cost in
accessing it.

Supporting Visualization in Data Mining.
Visualization is an important technique in
data mining, but today is by and large limit-
ed to analyzing local data. Next generation
networks supporting QoS would allow the
combination of visualization with data
analysis and data mining for understanding
networked and distributed data. 

Mining Image and Continuous Media Data.
The three applications above describe how
QoS is an important enabling technology for
mining distributed data. Working together
QoS and data mining can be used to
enhance remote access to digital libraries of
image and continuous media data. As users
interact with these types of digital libraries,
agents can observe their queries and the
responses of the system. By applying
machine learning algorithms to this informa-
tion, precision and recall can be improved,
as well as intelligent caching and prefetch-
ing of image and continuous media data.
Today, intelligent caching and prefetching is
possible for local data — QoS enables a sim-
ilar strategy for distributed data.

3. Clusters, Meta-Clusters and 
Super-Clusters

There are several approaches to distributed
data mining. In this section, we sketch the
approach described in [4, 1998b and 1998c],
from which this section is adapted. Data
mining can be computationally intensive
and clusters of workstations connected by
high performance networks are emerging as
a popular platform for data mining [3].
Distributed data mining requires mining
data across clusters connected by networks. 

The following terminology is useful:

Workgroup cluster. A workgroup cluster
refers to mining data resident on a clus-
ter of workstations in a single location
connected with a high performance net-
work or other specialized hardware.

Meta-cluster. A meta-cluster consists of two
or more distributed work group clusters
connected with a network.

Super-cluster. A super-cluster consists of
two or more distributed work group
clusters connected with a high perform-
ance network.

For example, we have completed several
experimental studies with a super-cluster
consisting of three workgroup clusters in
Chicago, Philadelphia, and College Park,
Maryland. See Figure 1. It is important to
distinguish between meta-clusters and
super-clusters because the performance of
the network often dictates different strate-
gies for distributed data mining.

To return to the example in the first section,
a scientist using a workstation which is part
of the workgroup cluster in College Park
may wish to engage in exploratory data
analysis and correlate the sunspot data with
a variety of data sets in Philadelphia and
Chicago. A traditional approach would
require moving the relevant files to College
Park with ftp, building a common data set,
and applying statistical programs. With dis-
tributed data mining and QoS, the appropri-
ate data mining software could make intelli-
gent decisions about returning data, the
results of queries, or predictive models to
supply approximate results to correlation
queries and still be interactive. The strate-
gies would obviously be different depending
upon the size of the data sets, the QoS being
supported, the time required to reformat the
data, and the complexity of the computation
required.

4. Summary

In this note, we have a given a brief descrip-
tion of the role of QoS in distributed data
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mining. Next generation networks support-
ing QoS should enable users to engage in
exploratory data analysis, visualization, and
data mining of data which is geographically
distributed. The challenge today is not only
to design and deploy networks with the
appropriate QoS capabilities, but also to
develop corresponding algorithms and mid-
dleware for distributed data mining. This
should fundamentally change the way scien-
tists and engineers analyze data.
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Scott Brandt, Gary Nutt, and Ken Klingenstein
University of Colorado at Boulder

1. Introduction

One of the primary goals of Internet2 is to
enable widespread use of high-bandwidth,
time-sensitive, distributed applications, such
as video over IP or distributed virtual cubi-
cles. Such “real-time” applications typically
combine high resource demands with a low
tolerance for failures or delays, yet they
must also share finite resources from both
the network and from the host computer
through its operating system.

For these real-time applications to be suc-
cessful, they must negotiate with both net-
works and operating systems for the maxi-
mum possible service levels available, and
then adapt appropriately to fluctuations in
resources. At the operating system layer,
service requirements may include CPU,
memory, and buffer commitments. At the
network layer, resources include bandwidth,
delay, and jitter.

While a great deal of emphasis has been
placed on QoS from the network, QoS mech-
anisms for the operating system may yet
prove to be the most important factor in
facilitating such real-time applications. It is
at this level our work is aimed.

Existing approaches to achieving quality of
service from an operating system dictate that
system resource usage outside the worst case
requires enforcement. In contrast to this
strict enforcement regime, we are exploring
a middleware QoS solution that negotiates
service levels between operating systems
and applications. Our aim is to provide

assurances for service rates without making
hard QoS guarantees and thereby “wasting”
resources when full QoS allotments are not
in use.

It appears that this QoS method could also
be used to negotiate service levels between
the application and the network.

2. Background

Operating systems designers have been cre-
ating mechanisms to support QoS-based soft
real-time application execution. These
mechanisms provide a variety of interfaces
for determining the amount of resources
allocated to an application, allowing a
process to do three things:

1. Negotiate with the operating system for a
specific amount of resources, as in RT
Mach [7] and Rialto [5,6] 

2. Specify a range of resource allocations,
as in MMOSS [3]

3. Specify a measure of application priority
that can be used to compute a fair
resource allocation, as in SMART [8,9]

These systems all provide a mechanism that
can be used to dynamically reduce the
resource allotment granted to running appli-
cations. In the extreme, applications may be
forced to dynamically adapt to a resource
allocation lower than that required for aver-
age-case execution. 

In creating these resource management
mechanisms, operating systems developers
have assumed that it is possible for applica-
tions to adjust behavior according to the
availability of resources. OS developers
have not, however, provided a general

A  D I S C R E T E  A N D  D Y N A M I C
APPROACH TO APPLICATION/
O P E R AT I N G  S Y S T E M  Q O S
R E S O U R C E  M A N A G E M E N T
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model of application development for such
an environment.

We are exploring a middleware solution
that allows applications to cooperate with
the operating system in their use of system
resources, adapting to the current state of
the system to maximize the benefit
obtained from the available resources. This
approach is in contrast with the operating
system approach in which utilization out-
side the worst case requires enforcement.
This distinction — negotiation and adapta-
tion versus strict enforcement — is a major
philosophical difference in our approach
when compared to existing approaches to
achieving quality of service from an operat-
ing system. 

In previous papers [1,4,10,11] we presented
execution levels, a method for dynamically
managing soft real-time application execu-
tion in environments with varying QoS allo-
cations. We also demonstrated the feasibili-
ty of cooperative middleware-based QoS
management, discussed a prototype middle-
ware execution-level-based QoS resource
manager called the Dynamic QoS Resource
Manager (DQM), and examined a set of rep-
resentative QoS allocation algorithms with-
in this context.

In continuing our research in this area, we
have extended the DQM in several ways that
bring it significantly closer to our goal of
having a viable middleware QoS resource
management agent [2]. In earlier work we
used synthetic programs to experiment with
the DQM, though now our tests are driven
using working applications (two MPEG play-
ers). We have also expanded the adaptive
capabilities of the DQM with a technique
called Dynamic Estimate Refinement. 

It is important to note that while these tech-
niques directly address only the QoS for
application to operating system interactions,
it appears that the approach can be extended
to application to network QoS interactions.
One possible extension would be for appli-
cations to use similar tools to negotiate lev-

els for QoS with network layer devices, and,
in turn, receive updates from the network
for application adaptation. An alternative
approach would be to include network layer
interactions as part of the operating system
interaction, and consider network capacity
as one of the several resources that the oper-
ating system and application negotiate. 

The latter approach would be very appealing
if it is true that operating system QoS, rather
than network QoS, is the greatest factor in
end-to-end performance, as many have 
speculated. 

3. Execution Levels and the DQM

Our research has focused on supporting soft
real-time processes on general-purpose oper-
ating systems. Most soft real-time systems
soften the real-time behavior of the applica-
tions by moderating the percentage of
missed deadlines or the amount by which
deadlines are missed; smaller amounts are
considered better. This is adequate for the
class of soft real-time processes for which
missed deadlines are acceptable, but not all
such processes fall into this category. For
example, desktop playback of a fixed-band-
width network-based continuous media
stream does not allow for all deadlines to be
missed by a certain amount because eventu-
ally the OS will run out of buffer space to
hold the queue of frames slowly backing up.
In this case a preferable solution would be
one such as dropping frames or reducing the
amount of processing for each frame so that
the hard deadlines (enforced by the arrival
of new data) can still be met. 

In support of application-controlled adap-
tive behavior, we have developed the execu-
tion-level-based application execution
model. With execution levels, each applica-
tion is constructed using a set of algorithms
for achieving its goals, ordered by their rela-
tive resource usage and the relative quality
of their output. The execution levels are the
application specification of the soft real-time
policy it implements. The QoS manager pro-
vides the mechanism for managing the soft
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real-time execution of the applications by
dynamically adjusting the level of each run-
ning application. A variety of QoS allocation
algorithms exist that adjust the applications
according to the currently available
resources. 

In order to examine QoS-based soft real-
time processing with the execution level
model, we have developed a prototype sys-
tem consisting of a middleware DQM and a
library of DQM interface and soft real-time
support functions called the Soft Real-Time
Resource Library (SRL). This prototype sys-
tem has allowed us to experiment with exe-
cution-level-based adaptive soft real-time
processing. Like the flexible QoS systems
cited above, the current implementation of
our DQM works solely with the CPU
resource. However, we believe that the con-
cepts described in this paper can be
extended in a straightforward manner to
encompass other resources such as network
bandwidth and memory.

The DQM dynamically determines a level
for the running applications based on the
available resources and the specified bene-
fit of the application, and changes the level
of each running application until all appli-
cations run without missing deadlines, the
system utilization is above some predeter-
mined minimum, and stability has been
reached. Resource availability (or the lack
thereof) is determined in a few different
ways. CPU overload is determined by the
incidence of deadline misses in the running
applications. The SRL linked into each
application notifies the DQM each time an
application misses a deadline. CPU under-
utilization is determined by examining CPU
idle time. System idle time can be deter-
mined in several ways including via the
operating system, through the /proc filesys-
tem, by measuring the CPU usage of a low
priority application, and by taking the com-
plement of the CPU usage measurements
(or estimates) of the running applications.
If the operating system provides idle time
information, this information is the most
reliable.

4. Results

In order to examine the operation of the
DQM, we have used both synthetic and real
applications. The synthetic applications con-
sume resources according to their level speci-
fications without performing any useful work.
They have allowed us to exercise the DQM
with a wide variety of level specifications. 

The two real applications are MPEG video
players, but they differ in the way that their
real-time behavior has been softened. The
first application changes the frame rate of
the displayed image from 0 frames per sec-
ond to 10 frames per second. This particular
application required no algorithmic changes
other than the inclusion of the three SRL
functions: dqm_init(), called once at the
beginning of the application; dqm_loop(),
called each time through the main loop; and
dqm_exit(), called at application exit. The
second application dynamically adjusts the
size of the image displayed on the screen.
Since the amount of work is related to how
much time is spent drawing the pixels on
the screen, this results in a reasonable range
of CPU usage numbers over the different lev-
els. Dqm_loop() returns the level at which
the application should execute, so the main
control loop of the application contains a
switch which sets the size of the displayed
image accordingly.

As shown in previous papers [1,2], our
results to date have been very promising.
The applications adapt quickly to changing
resource availability and stabilize at appro-
priate execution levels as determined by 
the DQM. 

5. Conclusions

Internet2-based applications will make
tremendous demands for the use of host
computer and network resources.
Information must flow from an application
through the host operating system, over the
Internet, up through a second host operating
system, and into a receiver application.
Because of the heavy demand for various
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resources to support this data movement,
these applications must be prepared to par-
ticipate in the way the resources are man-
aged across the application’s components (as
well as across applications). The execution
level model and DQM demonstrate a sound
approach for managing the resources in a
soft real-time environment within a host
computer. 

The contribution of this work to the
Internet2 community is clear. Execution lev-
els are a simple and natural model for devel-
oping resource-sensitive adaptive applica-
tions, and the DQM demonstrates one way
in which a host can support the execution of
such applications. We have illustrated the
utility of this new approach to resource
management, an approach that can be
applied to network bandwidth as well as
CPU resources. 

Just as host machines are oversubscribed for
their resources, the Internet is (and will con-
tinue to be) oversubscribed for its band-
width. In such an operating environment,
host computers must be able to administer
the network bandwidth so as to provide
assurances for service rates without making
hard QoS guarantees. We believe execution
levels and the DQM can be the basis of a
sound approach for managing the allocation
of Internet2 bandwidth.
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1. Architecture Requirements

Let us be clear about what problem we are
solving. The objective with QoS is to give
better service to some traffic at the expense
of giving worse service to the rest. ATM
marketing fantasies to the contrary, QoS is
a zero-sum game. QoS does not create
bandwidth and, since bandwidth allocated
to some is bandwidth not available to oth-
ers, QoS does not guarantee that you get
better service.

1.1 Service Models
Q-o-S is “quality-of-service.” Therefore, let
us also be clear about what “service” we are
talking about. Basically, there are two camps:
The ISP community, which is most vocal in
the IETF, is very interested in a “better best
effort” approach based on relative classes of
service. ISPs want this control because they
see a simple way to sell high-paying cus-
tomers a “better” service. This may be imple-
mented with drop preference or weighted-
round-robin queuing disciplines.

At odds with this, is what the users them-
selves want. Many applications have
absolute bandwidth requirements. For exam-
ple, Jaron Lanier may want to run a tele-
immersion experiment, but cannot afford to
pull a wire between hither and yon.
However, the nature of the service that he
needs is exactly equivalent to a wire. It does
Jaron no good at all to have 10 times better
service than anyone else — that may mean
10 bps or may mean 10 Mbps! His applica-
tion has certain bandwidth and latency
needs and, if they are not met, it simply
does not work. This “virtual leased line”
service model may be implemented with
priority queuing and strict policing.

1.2 Target Applications
So, should we design an Internet2 QoS
architecture for tele-immersion? What are
the other target applications for which we
should be designing? These are bad ques-
tions! The killer networked application has
always changed over time. In 1978, there
was remote job entry (RJE); in 1988, it was
email and FTP; now, it is certainly the Web.
But that too will change. The strength of the
Internet has been that its protocols work for
any application.

1.3 Policy Control
Since institutions pay the bills, QoS must
give each institution control over how its
bandwidth is shared among different users.
There are three consequences to this. First,
there must be some way for an institution to
communicate its sharing policy to the net-
work. Second, since QoS will create a better
service, it will be tempting to steal it and,
therefore, any base-level architecture must
include security and workable trust models.
Finally, if a QoS architecture attempts to limit
the state in the network (as does DiffServ),
there might be only one or two places in the
network where policy can be enforced.

1.4 Scaling
The Internet is growing at 20% per-month
and works across 10 orders of magnitude -
from 300 baud links to multi-gigabit speeds.
There is such huge fan-in to the core and the
growth rate is so much faster than Moore’s
Law, that router companies will not be able
to build boxes that can keep up and support
significantly more per-packet forwarding
complexity. Therefore, for an Internet QoS
architecture to succeed, it must have the
same scaling properties as the rest of the
Internet. This scaling is possible only if we
push all per-packet state and all per-conver-
sation policing and shaping to the network

D I F F E R E N T I AT E D  S E R V I C E S
F O R  T H E  I N T E R N E T
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edge. Then, as the Internet grows, so does the
edge. And, as the edge grows, so do the num-
ber of places and cycles available to perform
computationally intensive per-packet work.

2. The Differentiated Services Architecture

2.1 Consequences of the Need to Scale
There are three consequences to the scaling
imperative. First, edge-only state suggests
that the special/normal service indication
must be carried in the packet. Second,
administrative diversity and high speed for-
warding both argue for a very simple seman-
tics for that indication (e.g. a space of possi-
bilities that could be represented by a few
bits). Third, the absence of state in the cen-
ter means that the network sees only aggre-
gates, which could lead to fairness problems
if the sharing control is not done carefully.

Almost all Internet traffic crosses many
administrative boundaries. To achieve a
meaningful end-to-end service, all adminis-
trative domains along a QoS flow’s path
must agree to treat its traffic as special.
However, multilateral agreements rarely
work. ISPs are competitive enterprises that

act in their own best interests and, where
necessary, against the interest of their com-
petitors. To scale the administrative com-
plexity of inter-domain QoS, end-to-end
services must instead be constructed from
concatenations of bilateral agreements.
These agreements cannot realistically
require extending trust or control across
administrative boundaries and there must
also be fault isolation — customers should
be able to trash only their own networks.

2.2 Engineering Absolute Services
For new internet services to be economically
viable, customers have to know what they’re
buying. The service delivered cannot
depend on other people’s traffic and the cus-
tomer must be able to measure conformance
to a service agreement specified in absolute
terms. There are two engineering conse-
quences to this. First, an ISP must not over-
book its premium service — simple queuing
theory dictates that if the aggregate inflow is
greater than the outflow, the delivered band-
width, drop rate and/or delay could be arbi-
trarily bad. Second, even if the allocated
service is limited to capacity, aggregation
can cause some users to get poor service
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unless traffic shaping is done at the borders.
This is because, unlike voice traffic, data
traffic is not Poisson. Burstiness increases
when you aggregate and, therefore, one
needs to think a lot about preserving the
smoothness of aggregates even over relative-
ly small time scales.

2.3 Services Versus Behaviors
Do we standardize services or per-hop pack-
et forwarding behaviors? If the answer is
“services”, then everyone has to agree on
what constitutes a useful service and every
router has to implement the machinery for
it. In order to deploy a new service this way,
you would have to upgrade the world. This
makes no sense. Since a router cannot
actually do that many different things to a
packet, it makes more sense to standardize
forwarding behaviors. A few simple forward-
ing behaviors like “send this packet first” or
“drop this packet last” can be combined
with rules enforced at the edge to provide a
broad spectrum of services.

One way to think about this is that it is anal-
ogous to the way that an IP router separates
forwarding from routing (see Figure 1). For
forwarding, the router relies on a forwarding

table on which a longest-prefix match is per-
formed to discover the interface out which a
packet is to be forwarded. There is nothing
end-to-end about forwarding; it is a com-
pletely simple, local, and high-speed deci-
sion. The magic necessary to get an end-to-
end service is all done by routing agents
which work in the background to set up the
forwarding tables in a globally consistent
way. Analogously with DiffServ, a QoS agent
builds a behavior table for the link driver to
use. In both cases, one piece of software pro-
vides the necessary background information
for another piece of software to make rapid
per-packet decisions.
This is a really powerful separation and one
that the telcos never figured out. They built
the notion of voice calls into the very lowest
levels of their networks and lost the oppor-
tunity to build a flexible and adaptable net-
work. With this separation of background
and per-hop processes, new services can be
achieved by appropriately munging the for-
warding or behavior tables. As evidence of
this, note the continual evolution of routing
(e.g. static routing, shortest-path-first and
distance-vector algorithms, policy based
routing, BGPs-vs-IGPs) contrasted with the
total lack of evolution in IP forwarding.
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Similarly, there will likely be much evolu-
tion in the QoS policy and resource manage-
ment agents once a few per-hop forwarding
behaviors have been standardized.

2.4 Architectural Components
Ten years ago, Dave Clark (MIT LCS) and I
proposed “edge-tagging” as a scalable way
of offering differentiated services. With this
scheme (illustrated in Figure 2), a leaf
router adjacent to the source has a traffic
signature for “special” traffic and a “profile
meter” giving the characteristics of that
traffic. The leaf router marks all special
traffic that conforms to its profile meter and
unmarks all other traffic. Marking is accom-
plished by setting bits in the IP header’s
ToS field. Downstream border routers
police marked traffic arriving on interdo-
main links to negotiated aggregate rates.
Upstream border routers (which are aware
of the bilateral service level agreements
being enforced downstream) shape depart-
ing traffic aggregates to meet the negotiated
rates. Finally, all routers in both domains
are configured to treat marked traffic spe-
cially — for example, to give it priority
queuing.

This architecture still leaves many questions
unanswered. Who decides which users are
allowed to request special services? Where
is institutional policy implemented? Who
tells the edge router what to tag? Who makes
sure that simultaneous users of special serv-
ices fit within allocation?

To address these needs, we need somewhere
to put a policy database of priorities and
limits for user and project access to special
bandwidth. For want of a better name, we
will call the repository for this information a
bandwidth broker (BB). The bandwidth bro-
ker includes user credentials so that requests
can be authenticated and is part of the net-
work infrastructure, so that it can have a
trusted and secure association with all local
routers. Requests go from the user to the BB
so that it can record use and resolve con-
flicts. Only then, could a request result in
configuring a leaf router policer, so the secu-
rity model is well-founded.

2.5 Signaling and Allocating for 
End-to-End QoS
Per-flow end-to-end QoS is established by
the local BB on behalf of a user by signaling
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the cloud-by-cloud chain of BBs that manage
the bandwidth along the end-to-end path
(see Figure 4). But, who talks to the local BB
and how do they do it? Because there is no
need to constrain the architecture on this
point, the answer is: “whatever works.”
Certainly site network administrators will
need to talk to the BB and one could have
hosts making direct requests. However, hosts
probably do not want to know about their
BB directly — hosts more traditionally know
about the network through their first-hop
routers. One likely possibility is that hosts
(or even applications) would signal their
local BB for QoS through their first-hop
router via a “lite” version of RSVP.

Should bandwidth be allocated across a
boundary or along a path? There is no one
right answer here either. However, path allo-
cation is much, much harder, as it forces the
allocator to know the full topology and possi-
bility to subvert routing to “pin” the path.
Knowing the full topology of even a single
non-trivial network cloud is very hard, as it
changes from millisecond to millisecond.
Furthermore, knowing how to allocate band-
width optimally along paths is provably NP-
hard. Luckily, there is no need to solve these
really hard problems because most topologies
allow us to stick with very simple solutions.

3. Examples

3.1 Topologies
Consider a switched LAN campus infrastruc-
ture with at least 10Mbps everywhere inter-
nally and priority queuing in the switches.
By accounting for allocation from a single
10Mbs “premium” bandwidth pool with no
topological knowledge whatsoever, a band-
width broker may conservatively allocate the
resources of the campus network. Note that
even with this extremely conservative allo-
cation, there is room within the 10Mbps for
300 simultaneous voice/video sessions.

If you have two such campuses connected by
a low-speed WAN link like a T1 line, you can
add a T1-sized pool of bandwidth for external
conversations to the previous allocation
scheme. Again, the BB knows nothing about
topology—it only knows that there are two
bottlenecks and keeps counters for each.
Finally, if you have multiple campuses connect-
ed to a common ISP by low-speed tails, each
campus can run a simple allocator for its cam-
pus-to-ISP link, while the ISP runs a simple
allocator for each of its ISP-to-campus links.

3.2 Requests
The bandwidth broker abstraction exists in
order to make bandwidth sharing decisions
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reflect institutional priorities and policies,
but it also provides a natural vehicle for
dynamic interdomain setup and control. For
example, say that between LBL and MIT lie
two other domains, ESNet and NearNet, and
that all four domains are equipped with BBs
(see Figure 3). Each domain has an agree-
ment with each of its neighbors to accept
and deliver packets at some specified rate.
In Figure 3, LBL’s remaining LBL-ESNet allo-
cation is 100kbs, while ESNet’s remaining
ESNet-NearNet allocation is 0Kbps. Suppose
that Van at LBL wants to establish a 10Kbps
connection to Dave at MIT. His workstation
asks the LBL BB for the allocation.
Since10Kbps is fine with it, it passes the
request on to ESNet’s BB, which sees that
this would overdraw its account with
NearNet. ESNet’s BB returns this informa-
tion to LBL’s, which in turn passes a
“Reject” message back to Van’s workstation.

On the other hand, if there is room within
the contracted ESNet-to-NearNet profile, as
shown in Figure 4, NearNet’s BB could pass
the request on to MIT. However, Figure 4
shows a slightly different possibility that
illustrates the diversity of possible bilateral

agreements that might flourish under
DiffServ. In the example above, the
NEARNet-to-MIT agreement specifies that
for aggregate premium loads under 50Kbps,
NEARNet need not actually ask MIT’s BB,
but can simply go ahead and allocate the
bandwidth across their link without asking.
In the example in Figure 4, there is ample
bandwidth along the full end-to-end path,
resulting in an acknowledgement that is
returned to the LBL BB, which can in turn
configure the leaf node policer nearest to
Van’s workstation to accept 10Kbps of
Premium traffic from Vern to MIT.

4. Conclusion

The DiffServ architecture represents a
promising alternative to achieving scalable,
interdomain quality of service. Some work
has already begun within ESNet to proto-
type a Premium service, as was demon-
strated at SC’97.  However, there is still
much work to be done to refine the archi-
tecture and evolve good models for band-
width brokers.  Internet2 can play an
important role in providing a testbed for
experimentation with DiffServ techniques.
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1. Introduction

It is obvious that networked applications
depend on networks that work. Building
such networks is a task of many parts, rang-
ing from the finest details of routing and
traffic scheduling to the down-to-earth
(ahem) issue of managing the bulldozers that
install wires and fiber. One part of building
effective networks, network Quality of
Service control, or QoS, allows users or
applications to specify, request, and then
count on specific levels of performance from
the network.

The demand for network QoS control exists
for several reasons. New classes of network
services may be needed to support new
kinds of applications. Networks that can
deliver a known level of service with high
assurance may be needed for mission-critical
uses. Network owners and operators may
want to offer different classes of service to
maximize revenue — the same yield man-
agement strategy that is used so effectively
today by airline operators. Finally, specific,
known levels of network service may be
demanded by accounting or legal policies,
independently of whether they provide actu-
al value to the network user.

Many designers of QoS control strategies
have heavily emphasized one or the other of
these motivators. An important example, the
Internet’s RSVP and Integrated Services
work, was originally driven by the perceived
needs of real-time and multimedia applica-
tions. More recently, though, Internet
researchers have taken a broader focus, look-
ing for mechanisms that gracefully combine
support for new applications, higher levels
of assurance for traditional applications, and
traffic allocation and management capabili-

ties for network operators. These desires,
together with some concerns about the scala-
bility of traditional per-flow reservation
techniques, have led to a new class of QoS
control architectures colloquially known as
Differentiated Services, or DiffServ. 

DiffServ’s name arises from the fact that QoS
control is essentially about treating different
customers or groups of customers different-
ly. One type of difference, important to
many network operators, is the ability to
assign relative levels of importance to differ-
ent customers (e.g. dropping the packets of
non-paying customers before the packets of
paying customers). Another type of differ-
ence, and the focus of this paper, is the abili-
ty to offer application users different quan-
tifiable, absolute levels of performance, and
different degrees of commitment that they
will receive that absolute level. 

Like any QoS control approach, a DiffServ
design must provide four functions in order
to implement these different levels of per-
formance and assurance: 

1. Admission control, the ability of the net-
work to refuse customers when demand
exceeds capacity.

2. Packet scheduling, a method for treating
different customers’ data differently as
needed.

3. Traffic classification, the ability to sort
data streams passing through the net
into the sub-streams that receive these
different treatments.

4. A set of policies and rules for allocating
the network’s resources.

In traditional QoS architectures the first
three of these functions are repeated at each
hop along a data path in the network. Thus
each RSVP router or ATM switch in a net is
expected to independently admit, classify,
and schedule the packets in a single session

EVOLUTION OF  END-TO-END
QOS:  A  DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
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or connection request. In contrast, the
DiffServ model distributes these functions
across a domain, which is typically a single
provider’s network or similar administrative-
ly-consistent region. Inside the domain, traf-
fic has been sorted into broad classes based
only on the per-hop scheduling behavior, or
PHB, it requires. This sorting, together with
other QoS functions such as admission con-
trol, happens at the edge of the domain in an
edge behavior device or “Profile Meter.” It is
the combination of sorting and profile
metering at the network edge that yields the
desired QoS control behavior. 

2. End-to-end QoS Control Within a
DiffServ Framework 

One simple but useful QoS service that can be
provided with DiffServ mechanisms is a
leased line emulation widely known as
“Premium service.” The definition of this
service is straightforward at the network level:

■ Users must ask for some amount of
Premium-service bandwidth — the
service is admission controlled.
(This does not imply “ask dynami-
cally.” One might ask to sign a con-
tract to purchase a specified amount
of Premium service for a month, for
example.)

■ If the request is granted, the
Premium-service user will receive
the requested amount of bandwidth,
and will not receive any more than
the requested amount.

■ The user’s traffic will pass through
the net with essentially no queuing
latency.

Premium service can be implemented easily
using a DiffServ approach. Elements in the
“middle” of a DiffServ domain simply carry
all Premium traffic in a separate, high-priori-
ty queue. The profile meter at the edge of
each domain allows any Premium traffic
packets that are within the requested band-
width constraint to enter the domain, and
discards any traffic that is over the band-
width limit. 

It is easy to construct an end-to-end
Premium service by concatenating domains,
because the amount of Premium capacity
needed from a next-hop domain is simply
the sum of all previous-hop Premium servic-
es that do not terminate in the local domain.
There are no statistical multiplexing or
aggregation effects. Thus, DiffServ mecha-
nisms can provide useful end-to-end QoS
control. 

However, the DiffServ QoS environment is
likely to evolve far beyond this simple start-
ing point. 

3. A Design Philosophy

Future approaches to QoS should respond to
the needs of adaptive applications and to the
needs of applications designers. They
should offer a much more flexible control
mode, allowing for either sender or receiver
control of QoS, independent of the applica-
tion. And they should be constituted of
reusable “building blocks” behaviors easily
adjusted in order to implement the widest
possible variety of services.

3.1 Services for Adaptive Applications
Adaptive applications can adjust to their
environments, to offer their users the best
level of service possible in any given situa-
tion. These applications have the ability to
take advantage of any extra network capaci-
ty that may be available to improve their
performance. In addition to adding robust-
ness, this allows the same application to
meet a wide variety of user price/perform-
ance needs simply by adjusting the level of
available resources. A single adaptive appli-
cation can cover a broad range of customer
requirements. 

When used without network QoS control,
the user-level performance of adaptive
applications can swing through a wide
range, from excellent to unacceptable. The
goal of QoS control in this case is often to
bound the range, allowing the user to pur-
chase some minimum level of service, bene-
fiting from any extra capacity that is avail-
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able but preventing the application from
swinging into the unacceptable range. Thus,
it is desirable for QoS control services for
adaptive applications to have a “best effort
with floor” nature, rather than the hard
clamp nature of the Premium service
described earlier. 

This type of lower-bound QoS control will
be useful with many classes of adaptive
applications, including some TCP-based
applications, many reliable multicast and
group communication applications, and
many multimedia human communication
applications.

3.2 Application Oriented Service
Specifications 
Network QoS requests are traditionally spec-
ified in low-level terms such as raw band-
width and latency. These types of parame-
ters make sense to the network designer, but
may not be directly useful to the application
designer. However, QoS services can be
more directly tied to application needs, as in
Allocated Capacity [1], described in more
detail in Section 4. 

Allocated Capacity service profiles express
QoS as actual TCP throughput, rather than
raw network bandwidth. The application
designer is saved the tasks of understanding
TCP’s detailed performance behavior and
translating application-level requirements
into lower-level parameters.

3.3 Sender, Receiver, and Zone 
control of QoS
Many approaches to network QoS control
assume that the sender of the data should
also determine the level of service with
which it is delivered. This assumption 
typically derives from implementation 
simplicity.

The Internet’s RSVP protocol adopted the
model of receiver-based control of QoS. This
choice was motivated by heterogeneity. The
designers of RSVP recognized that, particu-
larly for multicast sessions, only the receiv-
ing applications and users had the knowl-

edge to choose the appropriate parameters
for RSVP’s resource reservations.

However, neither of these approaches gets to
the heart of the matter.

Logically, the choice of QoS should fall to
the user who is receiving value from the
data transmission and would be prepared to
pay for the QoS chosen. This choice is inde-
pendent of protocol or application. We can
see an analogy in the telephone system,
where the same application and network
supports both normal sender-based and 1-
800 receiver-based call payment methods.

A versatile QoS mechanism should allow for
either sender or receiver control of QoS,
independent of the application. 

However, even more flexible models may be
of interest. One possibility is a “zone” model
that allows for each participant in a session
to control (and presumably pay for) the QoS
used to transport data through part of the
network. For example, the owner of a high-
volume Web site might choose to “push” its
traffic into the core of the network with high
QoS, and leave to each individual browser
whether to “pull” the data the rest of the
way with high assurance or merely best-
effort service.

3.4 Reusable Building Blocks
Traditional QoS frameworks, including ATM
and the Internet’s Integrated Services effort,
took the approach of designing and specify-
ing a small number of (hopefully) widely
applicable network services that could be
provided to applications.

Much current thinking in the DiffServ com-
munity is along similar lines, i.e., approach-
ing the problem of end-to-end QoS by identi-
fying a small set of (hopefully) widely appli-
cable end-to-end services, and then defining
per-hop behaviors and edge behaviors that
will implement each of those services.

An alternative approach, currently being
studied at MIT, is based on DiffServ’s separa-
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tion of per-hop behaviors and edge behaviors.
In this approach, called Allocated Capacity
Profiles, the overriding purpose of a per-hop
behavior is not to support a single service,
but instead to act as a versatile building block
that can implement the widest possible vari-
ety of services when used in conjunction
with different edge behaviors. 

Under this scheme, rapid evolution of exist-
ing QoS services and deployment of new
services for new applications require only
the design of new edge behaviors, rather
than upgrading every network node. The
task of the per-hop behavior design in this
model is twofold: (1) to effectively and effi-
ciently implement a wide variety of QoS
services, and (2) to simplify the job of imple-
menting new behaviors by simplifying the
task of designing new edge behaviors.

An interesting aspect of reusable per-hop
behaviors of this sort is that they are most
flexible when they are most completely and
accurately specified. This is because the
more precisely the behavior of a PHB can be
understood and relied upon, the simpler it
is to design an edge behavior that will reli-
ably combine with it to create a specific
overall service. This is in contrast with
PHBs that are implicitly designed to sup-
port one specific service. In such a case, it
may be best to specify as little as possible
about the PHB, in order to avoid restricting
implementation options.  

4. Allocated Capacity Profiles — An
Example

The goal of Allocated Capacity Profiles [1] is
to distribute the available capacity (band-
width) of a network among different users of
TCP-based applications so that

■ The actual application performance
target desired by a user is described
by a capacity profile.

■ Different users can have different
profiles, so that the available band-
width of the network can be uneven-
ly allocated among the users.

■ Each user that has obtained a capaci-
ty profile has a high expectation or
assurance of obtaining the perform-
ance specified by the profile, even
when the network is overloaded.

■ When the network is underloaded,
users will obtain better performance
than that specified in their profiles
— the profile specifies a perform-
ance floor, not a fixed point. When
the network is not fully loaded by
users operating within their capacity
profiles, bandwidth is shared
between best-effort traffic and users
operating above the “floor” of their
capacity profile.

Allocated Capacity Profiles are implemented
using a simple extension of the RED queue
management algorithm called RIO (RED with
In and Out marking) as the per-hop behav-
ior, and an edge profile meter that marks
packets as in or out of profile based on the
user’s target throughput level. These two
mechanisms, working together, cause indi-
vidual TCPs to limit their throughput to the
target level when the network is full.

The RIO per-hop behavior used to imple-
ment this service is a reusable building
block. It can also be used to implement
other QoS control services, like simple
fixed-capacity bulk-bandwidth service. This
service is similar to the Premium service
described above, but without the additional
promise of low latency. 

5. Summary

The DiffServ approach can potentially pro-
vide the basis for an efficient, scalable, and
service-rich end-to-end application QoS
environment. Many of the benefits of the
approach appear when PHBs are designed to
act as lower-level building blocks, rather
than being tuned to a single specific service.
The overall DiffServ approach effectively
couples technical and economic issues, and
offers several inducements for provider
deployment. Research on end-to-end differ-
entiated services QoS mechanisms is at an
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early stage, and significant further improve-
ments and capabilities will likely be devel-
oped if demand exists. 
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Lixia Zhang, UCLA

1. Introduction

From a router’s viewpoint, QoS support is
made of three basic steps: defining packet
treatment classes, allocating an adequate
amount of resources for each class, and sort-
ing all incoming packets into their corre-
sponding classes. The first step involves
standardization, while both the second and
third steps require protocols and mecha-
nisms that can scale well with the ever-
increasing network sizes and speeds.

Through a joint effort of the research com-
munity and industry, the IETF Differentiated
Services (DiffServ) working group is reach-
ing agreement on an initial set of definitions
for “per-hop behaviors” (PHBs), a set of dif-
ferentiated packet treatments at each router
based on the ToS field value (called “code-
point”) carried in the IP header [1]. This
work addresses both the first and third
issues above: it defines the traffic classes as
well as provides a simple packet classifica-
tion mechanism — routers easily sort pack-
ets into their corresponding treatment class-
es by the ToS value, without having to know
which flows or what types of applications
the packets belong to.

As work on DiffServ progresses, there has
been a continued discussion on the second
issue, that is whether differentiated services
would need any signaling protocols for
dynamic resource management. A common-
ly perceived notion is that manually config-
ured resource allocations should be able to
give us a jump start on deploying differenti-
ated services, and that end-to-end perform-
ance can be achieved through the concatena-

tion of PHBs [3]. However we also believe
that automatic protocol mechanisms will be
needed in the near future as the volume and
scope of QoS-requiring traffic increases, to
effectively and efficiently meet the ultimate
goal of end-to-end QoS delivery.

2. A Picture of the Internet Today

The Internet today is made of the intercon-
nection of multiple autonomous networks
called autonomous systems, or administra-
tive domains, each under a separate adminis-
trative control. Each domain contracts its
neighboring domain(s) to deliver its IP traf-
fic; the neighbor domain, in turn, may pass
the traffic to its neighbors, so on and so forth
until packets reach their destinations. For
example, a campus contracts an ISP to deliv-
er its traffic and the ISP delivers the campus’
traffic either over its own network if the des-
tinations are connected to the same ISP, or
otherwise passes the packets to other ISPs.

Following the administrative-domain-based
network topology, as described above,
today’s Internet routing architecture is a
two-level hierarchical design. Each adminis-
trative domain, or Autonomous System (AS),
is free to choose whatever routing protocol it
deems proper to run internally. To assure
global connectivity, neighbor domains speak
BGP (Border Gateway Protocol) with each
other to exchange network reachability
information. Reachability information can be
aggregated. For example, if nearby networks
share common prefixes, then their reachabil-
ity reports can be merged, so that a remote
site will keep only one entry in its forward-
ing table showing the common prefix. The
separation of the Interior Gateway Protocols
(IGPs) and the Border Gateway Protocol,

A  S C A L A B L E  R E S O U R C E
MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK
F O R  D I F F E R E N T I AT E D
S E R V I C E S  
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coupled with the ability to aggregate routing
advertisements, provides the routing archi-
tecture with proven scaling characteristics. 

3. A Framework for Scalable Resource
Management 

Following the structure of the global routing
architecture, we propose an analogous hier-
archical approach to resource allocation for
the global Internet. We suggest that individ-
ual administrative domains be the basic con-
trol unit for resource management. Bilateral
service level agreements (SLAs) are made
between neighboring administrative
domains regarding the aggregate border-
crossing traffic, while each administrative
domain individually makes its own deci-
sions on strategies and protocols to use for
internal resource management to meet inter-
nal clients’ QoS needs and to fulfill external
commitments.

More specifically, we assume that a resource
manager, named the Bandwidth Broker (BB)
by Van Jacobson of LBNL, exists in each
administrative domain [1]. A BB will be in
charge of both the internal affairs and the
external relations regarding resource man-
agement and traffic control. Internally, a BB
keeps track of QoS requests from individual
users and applications, and allocates inter-
nal resources according to the domain-spe-
cific resource usage policies. Those policies
specify which users may use how much
resource or resource shares (and perhaps
also under what specific conditions). The
internal resource allocation can be done in a
number of ways. For example, for band-
width-rich domains, perhaps little needs to
be done other than closely monitoring the
network utilization level and re-provisioning
accordingly; for bandwidth-poor domains or
those with high variation in link capacities,
on the other hand, the BB may make use of
some internal signaling protocol, such as
RSVP, to reserve bandwidth for individual
applications [3].

Externally, a BB will be responsible for set-
ting up and maintaining bilateral service

agreements with the BBs of neighbor
domains regarding the QoS handling of its
border-crossing data traffic. The BB for a
transit domain (i.e. a provider network)
must also keep those external service com-
mitments within its internal resources
capacity. 

To scale with both the number of applica-
tion flows and the link speed, the SLAs
between BBs will be in terms of differentiat-
ed traffic classes. A BB collects from internal
users/applications the requests for external
resources, and based on these requests it
makes its SLA arrangement; it may also
readjust the SLA according to changing
demand and conditions. Individual BBs tell
their own border routers how much traffic
each border router can export and import for
each PHB class; therefore border routers
only need to perform QoS control on the
granularity of DiffServ traffic classes.

There remain a number of challenges in real-
izing this proposed two-level resource man-
agement. For example, the BB-to-BB commu-
nications must be secure, robust, and scala-
ble. To scale well it is desirable that BB-to-
BB resource requests be destination-inde-
pendent, that is, one domain tells its neigh-
bor domain how much bandwidth should be
reserved for Premium traffic, without having
to list all possible destination domains. We
also have yet to understand what is the best
way to implement the BB. The BB is a logi-
cal entity; actual implementations may take
either a centralized or a distributed
approach, or a combination of both. 

4. Summary

Today’s Internet is made of interconnected
autonomous networks controlled by adminis-
trative domains. Following the global routing
architecture we have proposed a two-tier
hierarchical framework for global Internet
resource management, in which resource
allocations between domains will be done for
aggregate border-crossing traffic, while allo-
cations within a domain can be done with a
number of different possibilities depending
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on the user requirements and resource avail-
ability. We believe this two-tier hierarchical
framework gives us both scalability in pro-
viding global-scale QoS support, as well as
flexibility in managing resources within each
administrative domain.
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Jim Grisham, NYSERNet

1. Background

NYSERNet (the New York State Educational
and Research Network) is a consortium of 21
higher education institutions within New
York State. Of these, currently only Cornell
University has a connection to the vBNS
(very high performance Backbone Network
Service). NYSERNet has a total of seven uni-
versities that have submitted HPC (High
Performance Connections) proposals to the
NSF (National Science Foundation); of these
Columbia, NYU and Syracuse University
have funding. Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, SUNY Buffalo and the University of
Rochester have approval; however, they are
awaiting funding. An additional 14
NYSERNet member institutions are not vBNS
awardees. Of the 21 NYSERNet member insti-
tutions seven are Internet2 members and
potential Abilene members.

There are institutions that are part of
NYSERNet that cannot be awarded HPC
grants nor become members of Internet2.
NYSERNet must somehow provide connec-
tivity to other campuses across the country
for these institutions.

1.1 NYSERNet Statewide Topology
NYSERNet is building an OC-12 statewide
network from Buffalo to New York City with
OC-3 connections for each institution.
NYSERNet has requested both backbone and
local loop service providers to submit pro-
posals for SONET (Synchronous Optical
Network) services in order to implement an
ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) infra-
structure statewide. In partnership with
Newbridge Networks Corporation,
NYSERNet is installing ATM-based 36170
switches in Albany, Buffalo, New York City,
Rochester and Syracuse. Each institution
will have the option of individually select-

ing an edge device that provides the best
solution for their campus.

1.2 Edge Connectivity
Each of the institutions will still maintain
their existing commodity T3 connection.
The biggest issue the campuses face is the
routing “fish problem.”

The institutions have a few options for their
edge device solutions: install an ATM card
in the existing router, connect a switch to
their existing router, or provide a separate
router with an ATM card to their existing
router. An engineering task force will be
developed within NYSERNet and its mem-
ber institutions to address many of the
issues a campus will face. Another edge
device solution that Newbridge offers the
institutions is Carrier Scale Internetworking
(CSI). CSI is an IP-over-ATM solution for
those institutions that desire an IP-based
edge solution. CSI is in the early develop-
ment phases, and will be a major part of the
NYSERNet 2000 network.

2. Policy and Quality of Service

Initially NYSERNet will provide QoS to each
institution by means of the inherent levels of
QoS built into ATM. NYSERNet will offer
PVPs (Permanent Virtual Paths), PVCs
(Permanent Virtual Circuits) and SVCs
(Switched Virtual Circuits) to institutions for
their connectivity across the state and to the
vBNS.

NYSERNet plans on working in conjunction
with the vBNS engineers and with Abilene
project engineers to provide the appropriate
QoS handoffs into each network. However,
NYSERNet will offer all levels of ATM QoS
within the state infrastructure to each of the
institutions. Policy routing is an issue that
NYSERNet must address at both the campus
edge and when passing egress traffic to net-

N Y S E R N E T  Q O S  A N D
P O L I C Y  R O U T I N G
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works and gigaPoPs outside the NYSERNet
2000 network.

Most of the policy issues will be implement-
ed on the campus edge. NYSERNet will
enforce those policy issues at the New York
City gigaPoP as egress traffic is handed off to
the vBNS or Abilene.

Within the NYSERNet 2000 network,
NYSERNet intends to build an environment
free of AUPs (Acceptable Use Policies).
Quality of service will be implemented on
each campus by an administrator/network
engineer and will be enforced within the
backbone infrastructure and on the campus
edge device as necessary.

Another issue that will be addressed in the
future by NYSERNet is oversubscription and
bandwidth reservations of the OC-3 connec-
tions to the vBNS and Abilene as well as the
OC-12 backbone. It is the NYSERNet 2000
Engineering Work Group’s initial thought
that in the beginning of the NYSERNet 2000
network, QoS and bandwidth reservations
may not be much of an issue due to the

amount of bandwidth available and the ini-
tial lack of available applications. However,
the workgroup believes QoS and bandwidth
reservations will be addressed within 12
months, and possibly sooner for the vBNS
and Abilene connections.

3. Summary

It is NYSERNet’s desire to work with each of
the equipment vendors to offer the best and
most recent developments in QoS in an
evolving process.

NYSERNet plans to extend a network that
provides high-speed packet forwarding
with single-hop address resolution based
on policy-based route selections. Standards
development is a main priority for the
NYSERNet 2000 Engineering Work Group.
The workgroup will maintain a standards-
based network solution that will work
seamlessly with existing IP equipment, and
still offer experimental and emerging tech-
nologies, both hardware and software, 
to each of the NYSERNet 2000 member 
institutions.
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Terry Gray, University of Washington

1. Introduction

Like everyone else, the University of
Washington seeks to provision the best pos-
sible network at the least possible cost and
the highest possible reliability. Accordingly,
our biggest concerns about implementing
any QoS schemes are recurring costs and
network reliability. 

Dynamic (per-flow or “per call”) authentica-
tion, authorization, or reservation of band-
width appear to have negative implications
on recurring costs and network reliability. In
particular, we are concerned about making
the organization’s most important infrastruc-
ture asset — the ability to forward packets
— dependent on authentication and authori-
zation servers that are not now needed for
per-packet (or per-flow) forwarding deci-
sions. Not only will these servers add more
capital costs to building the network, but in
a world of finite bandwidth, they won’t nec-
essarily guarantee traffic flows with a relia-
bility sufficient to be sold as “premium”
service to our campus customers. 

Our challenge, then, is to devise a mini-
mum-complexity scheme that will (a) shape
peak demand to fit instantaneous capacity,
and (b) generate revenue to keep aggregate
capacity ahead of aggregate demand.

A pessimistic view of campus network
requirements implies the need for per-flow
controls. An optimistic view implies that
over-provisioning alone will be sufficient.
Our idea is a “HedgeMyBets” middle ground
that eschews per-flow admission control, but
allows for port subscriptions.

The specific approach we advocate is based
on class-based queuing (CBQ) and eligibility
control, which can take advantage of the

multiple queues in modern network devices,
and does not require per-flow authentication
and authorization at the campus level. 

2. Enterprise QoS Considerations and
Requirements

The central issue in designing a QoS mecha-
nism is the cost of controls vs. the cost of
resources vs. the value of certainty. Certainty
comes into the equation because we are
dealing with statistical usage patterns, com-
plete with unexpected peaks; thus “guaran-
teed service whenever desired” in a band-
width-sharing environment is a myth. 

A reservation system might be able to guar-
antee a particular service level whenever the
user doesn’t get a busy signal, but even with
plenty of “spare” capacity, there is still some
chance that a transient spike in demand will
exceed the available capacity and thus result
in busy signals. From the user’s perspective,
the “circuit busy” signals associated with
reservation-based QoS schemes are network
failures. The only way to avoid the uncer-
tainty of statistical multiplexing is to avoid
sharing the bandwidth altogether.

Clearly network planners must balance
aggregate demand and supply in order to
shape peaks. Demand for network capacity
increases as a function of number of users,
their desire for better performance, the
amount of their usage, and the needs of spe-
cific applications. On the other hand, cost,
availability, and disappointment can all tend
to reduce demand.

In our “QoS tool kit” we have several tech-
niques for moderating demand:

■ Traffic authorization (premium
access demand control)

■ Eligibility control
■ Admission control

M I N I M U M - C O M P L E X I T Y
Q O S  F O R  T H E  E N T E R P R I S E
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■ Traffic modification (instantaneous
demand control)

■ Traffic shaping
■ Traffic policing
■ Traffic adaptation (feedback-based

demand control)
■ Protocol adaptation
■ Application adaptation
■ User adaptation (behavior shaping)

These approaches complement the ability to
segregate traffic into distinct classes using
multiple queues in switches and routers.
The supply and demand equation applies to
each class of service supported by the net-
work, but is complicated by the possibility
of high-priority traffic being downgraded to
“best effort” when there is insufficient high-
priority capacity. The good news is that
modern switches can provide very low
latency forwarding to high-priority traffic
even in the face of large spikes in the best-
effort traffic load.

The enterprise network is made up of three
kinds of congestion zones:

1. Building subnets, which, when provi-
sioned with contemporary 10/100 and
Gigabit Ethernet switches, present a low
probability of congestion

2. Campus backbone, where congestion is
somewhat more probable, though per-
haps still unlikely if Gigabit Ethernet
routers are used

3. Wide-area network, where congestion, at
least on some links, is likely and where
a variety of demand-control mechanisms
may be needed

In addition to the primary campus back-
bone infrastructure, network administra-
tors may decide that it is cost-effective to
deploy one or more special-purpose back-
bones for specific communication require-
ments. An example would be a tele-
immersion experiment where only a few
locations are involved, but extremely high
bandwidth is required. When such appli-
cations become commonplace, we would
expect to move that traffic load to the

(suitably upgraded) primary network infra-
structure.

The goal, then, is to provide a campus net-
work infrastructure that offers a low probabil-
ity of congestion on campus, takes advantage
of the multiple classes of service available in
current products, allows a variety of policies
for setting packet priorities, and permits end-
systems to interface with potentially more
complex QoS mechanisms at the campus bor-
der routers for wide-area services. All this
happens without per-packet or per-flow
lookups or reservations (within the campus).

3. Strategies

Our strategy for achieving this goal is to
deploy a class-of-service infrastructure
amenable to several different service policy
models, e.g., charging per-port subscription
and/or usage fees and/or support for differ-
ential queuing based on application need,
especially delay sensitivity. Our model also
allows for end-systems to signal campus bor-
der routers acting as bandwidth brokers
(e.g., via RSVP) if necessary to negotiate for
wide-area premium service, and for “very
long term” reservations (i.e., segregated
bandwidth) among enterprise sites for IP
telephony, IP videoconferencing, etc.

The specific approach we advocate is based
on class-based queuing (CBQ) and eligibility
control. In order to take advantage of the
multiple queues in modern network devices,
we need some criteria for differentiating the
priority of different packets. For maximum
flexibility, we want a scheme that will allow
prioritization based on three different kinds
of eligibility: (1) need, (2) desire, and (3)
privilege.

Eligibility control based on (global) knowl-
edge of an application’s needs can use the
TCP or UDP port numbers in the packet
header. Unfortunately, this isn’t always a
reliable discriminator because the port num-
bers might be obscured by IPSEC encryp-
tion, or the application might dynamically
negotiate the data ports. Even more funda-
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mentally, the actual need of an application
is dependent on circumstances of use as
much as on technical parameters.
Differentiating packet priority based on user
or application desire assumes that the Type
of Service bits in each packet header will be
set (hopefully in accordance with the pend-
ing IETF DiffServ working group recommen-
dations). Because there is no technical barri-
er to an end-system marking all packets as
deserving high-priority treatment, we might
want to combine the need and desire differ-
entiators with some notion of user/port priv-
ilege. One way to do this is via physical port
subscription levels, which could be reflected
in the static configurations of edge switches,
and which would correlate to a particular
Committed Access Rate (CAR) quota that
can be enforced by policing in the core
routers.

Noticeable by its absence from this model is
any talk of “admission control,” which is
essentially network busy signals at applica-
tion initiation or “call setup” time. Our con-
tention is that admission control is needed if
— and only if — eligibility controls prove
inadequate. 

A pessimistic view of campus network
requirements implies the need for such per-
flow controls. In contrast, an optimistic view
implies that over-provisioning alone will be
sufficient. Our idea is a “HedgeMyBets”
middle ground that eschews per-flow admis-
sion control, but allows for port subscrip-
tions (in case eligibility by port numbers
and/or ToS bits proves inadequate).

Wide-area connections at the campus border
could include commercial or commodity
Internet connections (probably with “premi-
um” service options), branch site connections

that will multiplex different types of services
over the same channel, Internet2 connections,
and possibly connections to regional consor-
tia and federal mission networks. The nature
of the QoS options available on these wide-
area links will be reflected back to the cam-
pus, at least to the border router.

4. Conclusions 

Our discussion leaves many unanswered
questions. Will premium commercial
Internet offerings necessitate post-hoc usage
recharges? What do we do with incoming
packets marked for high-priority treatment?
Is a physical port subscription model neces-
sary or desirable? And, above all, how much
bandwidth and QoS will really be needed?

Nevertheless, adequate enterprise QoS with-
out per-flow lookups or reservations appears
plausible. Fast/Gigabit Ethernet infrastruc-
ture can reduce the odds of congestion; mul-
tiple queues and CAR policing provide addi-
tional headroom. 

No matter its viability, one should bear in
mind that the simplest QoS system will have
enormous operational impacts. Most campus
networks are not ready for QoS even in its
simplest form. Campuses should brace them-
selves for forklift upgrades of both network
infrastructure and end-systems, no matter
their approach to QoS. Shared LANs must
give way to switched full-duplex links and
multiple class-of-service queues, and desk-
top operating systems must evolve to have
lower latency for delay-sensitive network
applications, even under this minimalist
scheme. Likewise, formulating QoS pricing
and policies presents a daunting task for
campus administrators. In this environment,
complexity is the enemy of success.
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Thursday, May 21, 1998

To stimulate interdisciplinary dialogue
among different types of conference partici-
pants, and in order to generate a set of prob-
lems and discussion points for the following
day’s specialist sessions, we convened four
“cross-sectional” discussion groups, each
with a random mix of workshop partici-
pants. Each group was identified by a color.

As might be expected from such a diverse
group, the questions and discussions were
wide-ranging, addressing every aspect of
QoS from policy-making to the specifics of
implementation. These afternoon discus-
sions marked the start of a rich cross-fertil-
ization of ideas stemming from a wide range
of concerns, and helped to identify key
issues for Internet2’s QoS effort to address.
What follows are the main points made in
each of these discussions.

Y E L L O W  G R O U P

DiffServ and Multicast

Does DiffServ conflict with multicast? Or,
why is multicast hard? Multicast assumes
that the sender doesn’t know where the
packets will end up, so the sender wouldn’t
have control over, and wouldn’t want to take
responsibility for, resource usage. But it
appears that the differentiated services
model is sender-oriented. Does DiffServ
require that the sender pay for resource uti-
lization? This would be a problem. On the
other hand, if each domain has only one
interface to the network, it would be less of
a problem. What are the implications of this
conflict for Internet2? 

DiffServ and Campus Economies

Is the DiffServ model inherently in conflict
with typical campus “economies”? What is

a typical campus economy? Some universi-
ties are more capitalist, some are more
socialist — others are practically feudal!
Most are all three in varying mixtures. But
certainly QoS and DiffServ are more capital-
istic that what most of us are used to. The
question of to allocate resources among peo-
ple is orthogonal to the technical question
of how you manage network resources to
create new service. If you wanted to be
completely egalitarian, you could give
everyone a ration of one kilobit of Premium
service! On the other hand, a university that
wants to retain more of a socialist regime
can spread the costs of higher quality serv-
ice differently that one which more whole-
heartedly embraces capitalism. This is more
an administrative question than a technical
one. Are we talking about privileged people
or privileged applications?

The Bandwidth Broker

How will “bilateral agreements” be struc-
tured? Are there models appropriate to QoS?
Is there an operational bandwidth broker
implementation? Is it testable? We need a
prototype BB with a few prototype profiles.
Who will build them? Vendors? In Phase
Zero, BBs could be humans rather than soft-
ware. If you use port subscriptions — as Gray
and Klingenstein suggest — then what is the
role of a broker? Whether we need a broker
may depend on the type of application, and
its level of resource utilization, and the
cloud-by-cloud path taken by the flow.

Bandwidth and Latency

Why should we care about latency at all?
Isn’t bandwidth what most users are con-
cerned about? Yes, but latency is critical for
some things, like VR. It all depends on the
application. Also, the two can be related
within a single application. We know of at
least one application whose bandwidth

C R O S S - S E C T I O N A L
B R E A K O U T  S E S S I O N S
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needs scale geometrically with linear
increases in latency. In order to find out
what its own bandwidth needs are, the
application may need to know what latency
rates are available.

DiffServ and ATM

What about ATM? Is there a proposed or
actual interface between ATM and DiffServ?
In particular, how is DiffServ related to dif-
ferentiated QoS at layer 2? How can DiffServ
be extended across pure ATM exchange
points like the Chicago AADS switch? What
is the relationship between Multi-Protocol
Label Switching (MPLS) and DiffServ? 

Why GigaPoPs?

Are gigaPoPs “white elephants”? Big net-
work service providers appear to be moving
away from such points of aggregation, so
why are we moving toward them? When
gigaPoPs are connected to backbone nets
and Acceptable Use Policies are used,
routers must decide which backbone can be
used for each packet. Sometimes they use
source-destination routing to make the deter-
mination. Why aggregate traffic on the way
to a gigaPoP just to separate it later?

Where to Begin?

Where should campuses and gigaPoP plan-
ners begin to devote their efforts? Should we
start developing prototype bandwidth bro-
kers? Invest in and deploy two-bit capable
equipment? Begin intercampus testing?
What is the number of campuses that would
be right for a testbed? The number of appli-
cations? We are probably committed to
something, since the Internet2 effort is
almost by definition QoS. It would be best to
put our eggs in several baskets. We can’t just
pick one approach and run — we have to
chose two or three and run. We need to
allow for various simultaneous investiga-
tions. But we also need to talk more about
these plans before implementing them.

Encouraging Socially Responsible
Applications

Do application developers understand the
DiffServ approach, and will it meet their
needs? Clark’s model, known as Assured
service, provides a “floor” service, whereas
the current DiffServ model, known as
Premium, suggests that we go with a peak or
“ceiling” service. Which applications would
benefit from which services? Assured serv-
ice works better for adaptive applications
than for those which assume a constant bit
rate. This could be a good reason for empha-
sizing it over Premium service. As adaptive
applications are both possible and more
socially responsible, we should try to
encourage them instead of building a net-
work to accommodate nonadaptive applica-
tions. To what extent can DiffServ be aug-
mented by methods that will encourage
responsible use of resources? Since one tar-
get net might be best effort, while another
one might be QoS, does the “fish problem”
hold for QoS just as it does for routing?

R E D  G R O U P

Where does QoS Matter?

Where in the Internet2 architecture is QoS
most important? Host-to-campus connectivi-
ty is probably of no concern. However, as
the system complexity gets concentrated in
the edge routers, there is the risk that a host
with a high speed interface could over-
whelm the edge router resources. Are denial
of service attacks a bigger problem with
QoS? QoS is most important at the intercon-
nect points, and in particular the link
between the campus and gigaPoP is likely to
be the most congested link of the architec-
ture. Congestion in the backbone could also
become a problem as demand grows.

Different Solutions for Different Areas

What QoS solutions are best suited to the
Internet2 architecture? There will be differ-
ent solutions in different parts of the net-
work. For instance, Lixia Zhang described
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how per-hop RSVP-style reservations could
be used at the campus layer, while the back-
bone deploys a solution based on aggrega-
tion of traffic flows. Another issue is what to
do with incoming traffic. Should the receiv-
er always respect the priority level specified
by the sender? How do we resolve conflict-
ing requests? In particular, what do we do
with flows currently in progress when a
higher priority flow requests access? Do we
allow preemption?

Premium Service

Does the current Van Jacobson definition for
Premium service waste bandwidth? It seems
like Premium would make it hard to take
advantage of excess capacity. Won’t there be
billing and accounting problems as a result
of the BB not keeping state information on a
per flow basis? How much can we deviate
from this position to include some per flow
information? What is the right mix? Which
flows require what level of information?

Chickens and Eggs

The question of what the applications need
versus what the network can offer is a kind
of chicken-and-egg problem: it is not clear
which comes first. Is it sufficient for the
application to probe the network for the QoS
level offered, which would require an adap-
tive application? Or is the network to expect
a QoS initialization from the application?
What level of guarantee will an application
be able to expect from the network? Will it
be relative or absolute?

G R E E N  G R O U P

Scalability and Measurability

Scalability and measurability are two of the
primary architectural goals for Internet2
QoS. The DiffServ approach of marking
packets at the edge in order to produce
aggregated flows at the core addresses the
need for scalability, while the use of profiles
to specify end-to-end service levels address-
es the goal of measurability. Per-hop behav-

iors and profile meters need to be combined
to form services. 

Keeping Best Effort From Getting Worse

QoS will probably be used mainly for large
data flows and WAN links. Best effort serv-
ice remains important and should not be
starved by the new services. How do we
prevent starvation of best-effort traffic? Will
there be two separate networks? On the
campus, simplicity is paramount. In that
context it may be best to use overprovision-
ing, or, for higher quality services, port-
based subscriptions. What is the right level
of busy signals? What is a minimal imple-
mentation of profile-based DiffServ for
Internet2 that gives a reasonable service?
Will there be a strict separation of QoS and
best-effort traffic at the start? What is the
minimum testbed we need to answer all
these questions? What is the timeframe for
setting up such a testbed? 

User Issues

Security and charging are issues. There will
also be operating systems issues on hosts.
How do we manage user expectations? What
is the user’s source of policy information?
Are the local network managers responsible
for providing this information? How do
users view QoS and how is it provided to
them? How do they invoke it? How do they
know that they have it? How is it charged
back to them? What service guarantees can
the host expect? 

How Will the BB Work?

For end-to-end service, what is the role of
the bandwidth broker? How can resources
be allocated across multiple domains? What
is the BB interchange? What information
must the BB send to routers? What informa-
tion is needed by the BB to grant requests?
Where does that information come from —
users, network managers, adjacent networks?
Who sets the ToS bits — the host or the net-
work? Does the BB consider parameters
other than bandwidth? Which ones?
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Setting Up Connections

There will probably be signaling issues, and
the RSVP protocol may or may not play a
role. How can we tunnel RSVP through non-
DiffServ domains? How do queuing strate-
gies interact? There will be issues of how to
allocate QoS in each direction, and whether
QoS is initiated by the sender or by the
receiver. How does the application specify
its requirements to the network? DiffServ’s
per-hop behaviors furnish basic QoS build-
ing blocks, but much work remains in build-
ing services from these blocks and figuring
out how to offer these services to users. In
particular, what is the role of ATM in pro-
file-based DiffServ?

B L U E  G R O U P

Setting Up a Testbed

What will be the demand for QoS and how
should a testbed be designed to meet real-
world loads? We won’t know the QoS
demand until the services exist. Where is
the QoS need coming from? Will demand be
for a small number of high-bandwidth flows
or a large number of low-bandwidth flows?
Will it be more a matter of a few people
using telecubicles, or of many people using
desktop video? What applications need low
latency? An application with synchronous
video and data streams may need it. When
do you need QoS? Whenever best effort
doesn’t do the job.

How Do We Decide Who Gets What?

For what is QoS being reserved? High-end or
low-end applications? How involved is the
application in the QoS negotiation? Are
DiffServ PHBs like a hall pass in school to
go to the bathroom? If so, then the band-
width broker has to decide who has to go
the worst.

How to Test?

How will we know if QoS is working? What
management system will we use to test QoS,

other than just looking at application
response? The test traffic will have to come
from willing subjects who know what they
are getting into. For study we will need
records of reservations and real flows even if
they are aggregated upon entering a cloud.
Another testing issue is that if all groups on
one campus use Internet2, but only some
groups on another use it, we will have asym-
metric routes. This can make evaluation of
QoS methods hard. Also, how will testing
affect production networks? Perhaps we
should set up a separate research net for
testing to answer these questions. vBNS is
using this approach of having separate pro-
duction and testing networks.

Will QoS Discourage Network Use?

From the campus viewpoint, will QoS be a
disincentive for network use? Will it be a
pain to use? Setting up connections could
become a big hassle. People may not use it if
they get charged for each use. This makes it
important that best effort coexist peacefully
with QoS. You don’t need to charge for best
effort. Only those that need a better grade of
service will be charged. At a finer level of
detail, there is the issue of asymmetric data
flows. For example, one click on a Web page
can generate many megabytes of return traf-
fic. One might only need priority service in
the return direction. QoS reservations need
to be available for each direction independ-
ently. What is most of the traffic going to be
on the production network? Best effort or
QoS? Probably best effort.

Capacity

How much of the aggregate capacity across a
cloud can be provisioned for QoS? What if
there are 10,000 flows and 10 percent need
QoS? Can that be handled? Experience will
tell. What about the problem of multiple
sources sending data to a single destination,
which then ends up oversubscribed? This is
a hard question. One solution is to limit the
total QoS traffic from all inputs to less then
the smallest output pipe capacity. In this
case, even if all inputs send their full QoS
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allocation to a single output, it will still not
be oversubscribed. This approach entails
using clouds with a small number of inputs,
which in turn would mean you would prob-
ably need more clouds. Does there need to
be a bandwidth broker per region of conges-
tion? How will bandwidth broker admission
control decisions take into consideration the
possibility of route flaps? Do we need to pin
routes to make DiffServ work?

Getting Started

DiffServ seems like a promising approach,
especially because it can be implemented
in a reasonable timeframe, but how confi-

dent are we that it will really work? How
can you manage the resources when cross-
ing several network domains? How can
you coordinate across clouds? Start with
static provisions. Take the word of a cloud
that it will provide what it says it will.
How can this work with even with one
cloud? Overprovision the cloud. What is
the granularity of the communications
between clouds? Between clouds it is the
bandwidth of the pipe separated into the
different classes of service. Individual
flows are not accounted for. How does
bandwidth broker to bandwidth broker sig-
naling guarantee QoS? Set a level for QoS.
Try it and see if it works.
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Friday, May 22, 1998

For Friday’s discussion sessions, the confer-
ence participants divided into groups
according to area of expertise:
Host/Application, Campus, GigaPoP, and
Backbone. Each group used the set of ques-
tions generated from the previous day’s dis-
cussions as a starting point and worked to
resolve, or at least clarify, the concerns
raised. What follows are synopses of these
discussions provided by volunteer recorders.

Host/Application

1. We don’t need more than a few 
service types.
For a useful set of applications that we spec-
ify, can we also specify a compact set of QoS
models to cover it? It seems that we could
meet the needs of Internet2 applications
with as few as four types of service: tradi-
tional best effort; class of service, a.k.a. rela-
tive QoS; Assured, à la John Wroclawski;
and Premium, à la Van Jacobson.

2. We do need a QoS accounting 
mechanism.
What economic incentives currently or
might in future exist for campus develop-
ment of QoS applications? What are the cost
recovery models? The accounting require-
ments? Many implementations will probably
be driven by AUP or campus policies rather
than by strictly economic concerns.

3. We must find a way to spread the word
to application developers.
How can we encourage greater awareness
and deployment of Internet2 QoS-sensitive
applications? QoS-using “applications in the
commons,” as Ken Klingenstein discussed,
could not only provide a large base for test-
ing but could also help to create a larger
market for DiffServ. How can we introduce
QoS to commercial, off-the-shelf applica-

tions? It would be useful to develop a suite
of tools that would make it possible for a
network administrator to view the status of
QoS resources and adjust them accordingly.
What do application developers need from
the network in order to be able to build use-
ful applications?

4. A number of questions remain about how
the proposed QoS API would work.
What about scheduling? Should it be part of
the QoS API, or should it be a separate net-
work service? Studying the Session
Description Protocol could provide some
insight here. The applications working group
should also look at current products to see
what support exists for server-based QoS
applications, time-dependent applications,
and scheduling aggregated flows. How would
an API support multicast applications? What
feedback mechanisms would exist to ensure
that the service requested is the service
delivered? What naming standards will or
should be applied to profiles? How would an
API support use of profiles created on the fly
or provided dynamically by a server?

Campus

1. We need incremental deployment.
One of our main concerns needs to be find-
ing a workable incremental approach to
implementing QoS. It is not clear which real
research and educational applications will
fall into which traffic classes, and it seems
unlikely that figuring this out will be a tidy
process. It may be difficult to get it right for
any given application. It will be even more
difficult to market and sell QoS services on
our campuses. How are we going to get end
users to comprehend all this and understand
that they are getting something for their
money? Part of the problem is that most of
us have only a loose feel for the traffic pat-
terns on our campuses. We are not really
sure what is out there.

S P E C I A L I S T  B R E A K O U T
S E S S I O N S
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2. We should start with CoS.
There are disadvantages to starting out with
a simple CoS approach. With CoS it
becomes difficult to explain to a user what
they are actually getting, since the service is
relative. How can we as network managers
prove to the customer that they are getting
their special treatment? Their service may be
degraded, just not as badly as everyone
else’s. We would really be offering insurance
rather than assurance. Marketing CoS to our
users is not something the majority of us are
looking forward to. If we can’t explain it, we
can’t sell it. Another problem is that if we
offer both CoS and Premium as subscription
services, they might be indistinguishable to
our customers. This would be confusing and
difficult to explain. On the other hand,
many boxes will be shipping CoS-enabled,
so shouldn’t we take advantage of this? CoS
is something we network engineers could
use as a tool behind the scenes, rather than
making it into a service to which our cus-
tomers subscribe. This way, we get to make
all the decisions and keep the locus of con-
trol central — and we like that. Floor-based
RIO services are fine for applications like
FTP, and if Premium is available for more
demanding applications then we should
have what we need.

3. Pricing QoS accurately will be hard.
We need to be careful in assigning price and
QoS levels, because all of this can only work
if we moderate demand for QoS services.
Once again, implementing QoS does not cre-
ate bandwidth. Pricing will shape behavior,
but it’s impossible to predict the results
exactly. It’s certainly unclear how well pric-
ing will go over, and what users will be will-
ing to pay for. The question remains whether
it should be the sender or the receiver who
pays. It seems to depend on the application
in question. Of course customers don’t want
to be charged for spam that someone else
decided to send them; they want to be
charged only for what they requested.

4. QoS privilege should be per-user at first. 
One of yesterday’s questions was: Do we
have privileged applications or privileged

users? Assuming just privileged users may
be the first step, evolving to a combination
of a privileged set of users, using particular
privileged applications, at a particular time.
On the other hand, it may be easier to let the
application determine the privileged use at
the beginning, as authentication of users
remains a relatively difficult problem for
many. QoS by application may require that
universities use the same applications.

5. It will be hard to prove to QoS 
buyers that they are getting what they 
are paying for. 
Assuming we do offer a QoS service to cer-
tain end users for particular applications,
how then will we know if an application’s
needs are truly being met? We would like to
have a NetView-like service to see whether
the profiles are being met and the bits are
getting through, but the rest is subjective.
Will the application itself know if its QoS
needs are being met? Such QoS-aware appli-
cations will need to be developed. There is
also a need for an easy way for end users to
monitor the QoS treatment their applications
are receiving. It would be helpful if both the
level of network performance and the level
of application performance could be made
clear to the user, as application performance
can be greatly affected by a large number of
network-independent factors.

Monitoring and auditing end-to-end per-
formance may mean exchanging trouble tick-
ets across administrative boundaries.
Checking end-to-end performance would
make sense. Large corporations already
check end-to-end performance of their criti-
cal applications. What level of granularity
will be required for auditing? For Phase Zero
we may not need to worry about this, but
again we need to know if work on this prob-
lem is already underway.

6. We only need authentication at the
boundaries.
If pair-wise boundary agreements are negoti-
ated, we only need authentication at the
boundaries, and authorization can remain
local. Eventually we will need a way to pass
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along an end-to-end guarantee, but this is
less important at this early stage of the
game. The reason for authentication is pure-
ly to get packets to the right classifier.
Authentication can evolve from none to
pair-wise to end-to-end. Eventually, the
bandwidth brokers will need to be talking to
each other across administrative domains.
Has work begun on a protocol for this?

7. Dedicated switched networking needs to
be ubiquitous.
To move from relative to absolute service
guarantees, switched full-duplex connec-
tions to individual stations will be needed
— otherwise jitter will be a problem. 

8. We would like some clarification on
aggregating premium flows.

9. We would like to understand where the
working group is headed on a bandwith
broker protocol.

10. For bilateral agreements, we really need
a standard template that protects best-effort
traffic.

11. Let’s start small.

To get started, perhaps we can commission
three or so universities on a common back-
bone using common applications to experi-
ment with just a few of the easier cases. All
of this is going to take a while. For now, we
need to work on underprovisioning expecta-
tions and overprovisioning bandwidth.
Again, we need to approach this incremen-
tally, a few limited-function betas at a time.
Even after some beta testing, we will not be
able to implement this all at once on our
campuses. How many of us can afford fork-
lift upgrades? Will QoS overload our
routers? Are we willing to deal with new,
unstable, and buggy software running our
network cores? We need to ensure that when
things go wrong there is orderly decay, not
catastrophic failure. 

GigaPoP

1. We need to learn a lot more about QoS.
Many of the technologies raised at this
workshop have poorly-understood but clear-
ly large implications for gigaPoPs. We need
to combine prodigious research into these
possible implications with modesty in our
initial testbed choices. 

2. QoS is most important at network 
boundaries. 
But, where are these boundaries in our net-
works? The structure of “bilateral agree-
ments” was also unclear. Are there example
models of how bilateral QoS agreements
would work? 

3. We need a better understanding of the
role of ATM in the DiffServ model.
How does DiffServ (a layer 3 QoS solution)
compare to QoS at layer 2 (i.e. IEEE 802.1p,
Frame Relay CIR)? What is the relationship
between MPLS and DiffServ? 

4. We need prototypes of bandwidth 
brokers.
Do prototype implementations of bandwidth
brokers (BBs) currently exist? If not, who
will build them? Are the vendors working
on BBs? In Phase Zero, BBs could be
humans rather than software. With subscrip-
tions à la Gray/Klingenstein, what is the role
of a broker?

5. QoS may exacerbate the “fish problem.”
Are gigaPoPs “white elephants”? Big net-
work service providers appear to be moving
away from AUPs, so why are we moving
toward them? As source-destination routing
could go away were it not for the AUPs
(restricting traffic over backbone nets, e.g.
vBNS), why aggregate traffic on the way to a
gigaPoP, just to separate it later? What is this
problem vis-a-vis QoS? Because one target
net might be best effort while another might
be QoS, the fish problem seems to hold for
QoS just as for routing.
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6. Where should gigaPoP planners begin to
devote their efforts?
Some possibilities: (a) develop/experiment
with prototype BBs, (b) invest in and deploy
DiffServ-capable equipment, (c) begin inter-
campus testing.

Backbone

1. What policy issues need to be 
dealt with at the backbone level?
Most policy issues can be pushed to the
edges if the backbone BBs can completely
trust the campuses (a big if, of course).
Whether QoS appears to the user as socialist
or capitalist depends not on the technology
chosen to implement it, but on the policies
of local network administrators. Because
users need to figure out what they are get-
ting, DiffServ must be auditable. Backbones
will have to audit their downstream SLAs
for compliance.

2. What QoS demand are we designing for?
What load do we expect to see in the back-
bone? Are we designing QoS for under-
loaded or overloaded cases? We want a solu-
tion that works at heavy loads, not just light
ones. Will we see a large number of small
flows, or a small number of large ones? The
answer is “yes” — both. Applications folks
want per-flow guaranteed services.

Also, QoS can range from “better than thou”
service upward to absolute services. Are we
talking about implementing only class-based
service, only flow-based service, or both?
More broadly, our choices are: relative or
non-relative (absolute), flow-based or aggre-
gate-based, and which parameters to use —
bandwidth, latency, jitter, etc. All these are
tied to how well the network is provisioned. 

3. The strength of DiffServ depends on the
strength of admission control.
DiffServ started out as a class-based service,
with only relative guarantees. However, Van
Jacobson claims to be able to provide a non-
probabilistic service. Can this really be
accomplished? The admission control algo-
rithms that he described are exceedingly

conservative, guaranteeing that even if all
accepted Premium traffic went to a single
egress port, the port would still not be over-
committed. Less conservative means more
complex, and less complex means more con-
servative. Jacobson’s recursive definition of
“cloud” allows him to be less conservative
in allocation, but at the price of increased
complexity.

For OC-1 speeds and above, routers must
forward at line speed, so all induced delay
is in queuing. In Jacobson’s model, delay is
handled by having different queues and
managing them carefully. But this is still
based on PHBs, so there is a cumulative
effect. For example, route flaps may cause
violations of contracted bounds on jitter or
delay, even though the PHB is fine at each
hop. Jacobson and others think that by using
very conservative policies, they can squeeze
the queuing delay out of DiffServ. But in the
real Internet there are no guarantees. Getting
DiffServ to deliver end-to-end bounds on
delay will be very hard. Internet2, however,
has a more hierarchical topology than the
wider Internet and may present an opportu-
nity to subvert some of the complexity of
these routing issues.

4. RSVP is here now, so perhaps we 
should think of it as the quickest way 
to get something out.
Users will need a range of QoS service offer-
ings. We also have to look at time frames
and work out where we are going to start
and how we want our projects to evolve
over time. Is DiffServ really as simple to do
as has been described? To neglect the per-
flow accounting is simplistic. The vBNS is
basing its initial QoS offering on RSVP sig-
naling, bandwidth reservations and so on,
and is planning to migrate to DiffServ sup-
port later. Those with high bandwidth will
be few in number but of high enough value
that we can afford to do the setup needed for
RSVP. Others will be able to use DiffServ as
it evolves and, as QoS demand grows,
exploit the scalability of DiffServ. 
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As university researchers and educators
increasingly turn to demanding networked
applications, the need for end-to-end QoS
grows increasingly urgent. The goals of this
workshop were to bring together a diverse
set of professionals to examine the applica-
tion and network engineering QoS require-
ments of the Internet2 project and to evalu-
ate a family of approaches based on the
evolving differentiated services (DiffServ)
architectural framework. Specifically,
Internet2 engineering put forth the recom-
mendations of the Internet2 QoS Working
Group that the project pursue incremental
testbed deployment of key DiffServ architec-
tural components and explore several pro-
posed services that offer applications
absolute assurances based on quantifiable
service profiles.

This report has attempted to summarize the
requirements for Internet2 QoS and present
the case for the DiffServ QoS architecture.
The pre-workshop white papers
“Requirements for Internet2 QoS” and
“Differentiated Services for Internet2” have
been refined and consolidated into the intro-
ductory chapter. The body of the report con-
sists of extended abstracts submitted by the
presenters, and synopses of the discussions
that occurred during the breakout sessions.
This final section attempts to summarize the
output of the workshop, draw conclusions
about the consensus of the community, and
outline future directions and concrete next
steps for Internet2 QoS.

A P P L I C A T I O N S

In the talks by Lanier and Grossman, we
have seen examples of advanced applica-
tions that promise to change the way that
university students, faculty, and staff work
and learn in the future. This promise can
only be realized, however, if these applica-
tions are able to get the kinds of QoS assur-

ances that they need from the network. Tele-
immersion and interactive data mining are
examples of applications that have QoS
requirements based on hard thresholds of
human perceptual sensitivity and which are
intolerant of even marginally insufficient
network performance. To meet the needs of
these most demanding applications, strong
forms of QoS are needed that can ensure
that applications will receive the (non-rela-
tive) network performance levels that they
require.

However, not all applications are as intoler-
ant as these. A range of other application
QoS requirements exists that includes QoS-
needy applications that are tolerant and
QoS-needy applications that still want to
make use of adaptive techniques. There is
even a need for relative classes of service
that can give precedence to certain flows or
flow aggregates without providing absolute
assurances.

Discussion in the Host/Application breakout
session addressed the question of whether a
set of four services proposed under the
DiffServ framework would span the space of
Internet2 application requirements. The set
of services discussed was:

1. Best Effort
2. CoS (Class of Service or “relative” QoS)
3. Assured (from Wroclawski’s presentation)
4. Premium (from Jacobson’s presentation)

The consensus of the group was that this set
would, in fact, meet the vast majority of
application QoS requirements, and that the
greater challenge for the applications com-
munity was to focus on the middleware that
would enable developers to exploit these
newly emerging network services.

A number of participants in the Backbone
breakout session felt that Internet2 should

C O N C L U S I O N S  A N D
N E X T  S T E P S
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pursue a range of QoS service offerings that
would include “hard”, per-flow, hop-by-hop
reservations, as well as DiffServ. The con-
cern was that there will continue to exist a
small number of high-end users whose traf-
fic has high enough bandwidth requirements
and high enough value to justify manually-
provisioned or RSVP-signaled reservations,
and that these users may not be able to toler-
ate the unreliability of early experimental
DiffServ offerings.

D I F F E R E N T I A T E D
S E R V I C E S

Jacobson presented an overview of the
DiffServ architecture, introduced the abstrac-
tion of a bandwidth broker to manage inter-
nal network resources and perform admis-
sions control for each administrative domain,
and described a proposal for a particular
DiffServ service dubbed “Premium”. The
DiffServ architectural framework represents
the best current thinking on how to engineer
highly scalable and interoperable QoS.

DiffServ reduces the state requirements of
core routers by careful aggregation of QoS-
enabled flows. The aggregates are given a
small number of simple differentiated for-
warding treatments indicated by bit settings
in the packet headers. A broad and flexible
range of services is provided by protecting
access to the aggregate treatments with per-
flow policing at the network periphery and
aggregate policing at transit network ingress
points.

The differentiated treatments (dubbed “per-
hop behaviors” or PHBs) suggest, but do not
imply, particular queuing disciplines and
consequent services. Proposed examples
include default (best effort) forwarding,
expedited forwarding (“forward me first”),
and drop preference (“drop me last”). Each
DiffServ flow is policed and marked at the
first trusted router, according to a contracted
service profile. Downstream from this leaf
router flows are aggregated. All subsequent
forwarding and policing is performed on
aggregates.

Handling traffic aggregates rather than indi-
vidual QoS-enabled flows makes it easier to
construct end-to-end services by concatenat-
ing multiple cloud-to-cloud services.
Individual network clouds contract with
neighboring clouds to provide differentiated
service contracts for different traffic aggre-
gates. Like the per-flow contracts, aggregate
contracts are characterized by profiles,
which are enforced at cloud-cloud bound-
aries. This model results in a set of simple
bilateral service agreements that mimics cur-
rent interprovider exchange agreements.

Finally, in order to make appropriate admis-
sion control decisions in an end-to-end call
setup and to configure local leaf and edge
device policers correctly, each cloud has a
bandwidth broker. A host signals its local
bandwidth broker to initiate a connection and
the user is authenticated. The user is subject
to local policy-based admission control deci-
sions and resource accounting. Then, on
behalf of the requesting user, the local band-
width broker initiates an end-to-end call
setup along the chain of bandwidth brokers
representing the clouds to be traversed by the
application flow. The bandwidth broker
abstraction is centrally important. It allows
separately administered network clouds (pos-
sibly implemented with very different under-
lying technologies and with very different
policy constraints) to manage their network
resources as they see fit.

H O S T S  A N D
O P E R A T I N G  S Y S T E M S

End-to-end QoS does not just mean quality
of service from network interface to network
interface — it must mean quality of service
from eyeball to eyeball. Hence, QoS is not
only a networking problem, but is also an
operating system problem. Brandt presented
an example of ongoing research into middle-
ware that can negotiate with the operating
system on behalf of QoS-needy applications
in order to obtain the operating system
resources (CPU, memory, and buffer space)
that the application requires. Operating sys-
tem resource management is but one piece
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of end-host functionality required to make
production QoS a reality. End hosts will also
need to provide appropriate APIs and mid-
dleware for signaling QoS requests and will
need client-side support for authentication
and billing.

R E L A T I O N S H I P
B E T W E E N  D I F F S E R V
A N D  I N T S E R V

Behind the bandwidth broker abstraction are
real network resources that must be reserved
during QoS call setup. Zhang discussed the
relationship between RSVP and DiffServ, and
described several approaches that leverage
the significant existing body of work in the
RSVP/Integrated Services (IntServ) frame-
work to manage network resources in a
DiffServ context. One approach is to use
classical RSVP techniques to establish per-
flow resource reservations in peripheral net-
works, to tunnel the RSVP signaling mes-
sages through core DiffServ networks, and to
map between RSVP flows and DiffServ aggre-
gates at the IntServ/DiffServ boundaries.

A second approach is to use a “lite” version
of RSVP signaling within a core DiffServ
network to reserve router resources on a
hop-by-hop basis through the network from
ingress router to egress router. In this
approach, individual calls through a
DiffServ cloud trigger an admissions control
procedure that requires a hop-by-hop evalu-
ation of the availability of the requested net-
work resources, but that does not require
core routers to maintain per-flow state.

T Y P E S  O F  S E R V I C E

Premium service offers leased-line emula-
tion at a contracted bandwidth with mini-
mal loss, jitter, and queuing delay. Premium
service is accomplished by coloring every
Premium packet with an expedited forward-
ing (EF) PHB, which is equivalent to strict
priority queuing at every network node.
Furthermore, to implement Premium the call
admissions policy must take care never to
oversell the EF capacity of any router.

Premium service is appropriate for the most
intolerant applications and may have even
broader appeal due to the simplicity and ele-
gance of its service contract. However, not
all applications are so intolerant or require
such hard QoS assurances.

Wroclawski discussed research into DiffServ
services that are inherently predictive or
that would offer application-oriented assur-
ances. The latter are characterized by high-
level parameters like actual TCP throughput,
rather than lower-level network transmission
parameters like bandwidth, loss, and laten-
cy, which application designers may not be
able to translate easily into expected end-to-
end performance levels.

Additionally, Wroclawski discussed the
need for services that would allow adaptive
application techniques to continue to play
an important role even in the presence of
QoS. QoS-needy adaptive applications
require a minimum service level, but are
able to exploit any extra available network
capacity. Consequently, adaptive applica-
tions require services that offer a “best effort
with floor” assurance. In contrast, Premium
service offers both a hard floor and a hard
ceiling, thereby denying Premium flows
access to any bandwidth in excess of that
provided in their contract.

A D M I N I S T R A B I L I T Y

Not surprisingly, the bulk of the cost and
complexity of deploying QoS within
Internet2 will be borne by the campuses. In
their talks, Gray and Klingenstein expressed
concern about the administrative complexity
of highly dynamic QoS call setups. They
presented a proposal for minimizing the
complexity of deploying and administering
DiffServ on a typical switched LAN campus
infrastructure. Their approach seeks to avoid
the need for per-call authentication, authori-
zation, and reservation of resources by sell-
ing per-port subscription levels to users and
approximating a Premium service through a
combination of over-provisioning and IEEE
802.1p-style class-based queuing in the LAN
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switches. The Campus breakout session dis-
cussions confirmed that there will be a
diversity of approaches to implementing
QoS at the campus level. Some campuses
may want to experiment with commercial
CoS techniques while waiting for DiffServ
QoS to mature.

As has been remarked earlier, QoS is not
merely a technical problem, but also has
deep economic and policy implications.
Gray and Klingenstein raised a number of
economic and policy issues that will
inevitably need to be addressed by campus-
es as they strive to migrate toward produc-
tion QoS service. They also made an explicit
and successful effort to begin serious dia-
logue on these issues among Internet2 cam-
pus network administrators.

C O N C L U S I O N S

The First Internet2 Joint
Applications/Engineering QoS Workshop
represented a remarkable convergence of
network engineers, advanced applications
developers, CIOs, and members of the net-
working research community. The attendees
examined the requirements for Internet2
QoS and critiqued the evolving differentiat-
ed services QoS architecture with respect to
those requirements. One result was a growth
in shared understanding of the QoS needs of
advanced applications and of the technical
and administrative ramifications of deploy-
ing QoS in a complex heterogeneous envi-
ronment like Internet2. A second important
result was the emergence of a rough consen-

sus around pursuing DiffServ and, in partic-
ular, the family of DiffServ services that offer
applications absolute per-flow performance
assurances.

To accelerate the evolution of viable interdo-
main QoS, Internet2 is launching the
“QBone” — an end-to-end QoS testbed. The
QBone will bring a dedicated group of
Internet2 and affiliated research and educa-
tion networks together with select applica-
tions and middleware development teams to
deploy, evaluate, and refine new IP network
services. Initial emphasis will be on deploy-
ing key DiffServ functional components and
experimenting with one or two proposed
DiffServ services.

The QBone will include a set of contiguous
networks to implement the correct packet for-
warding behaviors, network engineering
groups to develop missing architectural com-
ponents and tools, and advanced applications
developers and users to develop or port appli-
cations that demonstrate and stress-test new
QBone services. It is expected that the QBone
will generate a body of invaluable hands-on
experience that will inform the standards
processes, as well as relevant networking
research and corporate R&D efforts. Finally, by
helping to evolve scalable and interoperable
QoS technologies and by working together
with the broader Internet2 community to
come to terms with the profound administra-
tive, economic, and policy implications of
QoS, the QBone aims to start a process that
will open the horizon for new advanced net-
worked applications to flourish.
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A B S T R A C T

This paper presents a brief analysis of how
the IP differentiated services end-to-end
service known as “Premium service” [1,2,3]
can be used to meet the quality-of-service
(QoS) needs of Internet2 [4].

Differentiated services (DiffServ) offers the
best means to widespread early deployment
of IP QoS and has been designed to offer
QoS where the policy decisions and QoS
allocations can be made both on a domain-
by-domain basis and hierarchically, an
excellent match for the needs of Internet2.
DiffServ’s Premium service offers a simple,
well-defined implementation in the net-
work. The end-to-end QoS it delivers can
also be easily measured.

Premium service also offers the following
advantages:

■ It has a simple, understandable,
quantifiable, “strong” service 
semantic.

■ Most of the required components for
network elements exist today.

■ Implementation is straightforward.
■ Sophistication can be added to the

resource allocation mechanisms
incrementally.

For these reasons, Premium is the ideal roll-
out service for Internet2.

1. Introduction

The DiffServ approach to providing IP QoS
has been gaining attention in the past year.

One end-to-end service within this frame-
work was originally proposed by Van
Jacobson [1,2] and called “Premium serv-
ice.” A somewhat more general architecture
enabling Premium service has also been pre-
viously outlined [3]. Also, the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) working
group on DiffServ is proposing a framework
that will encompass Premium service [5,13].
Premium service and Jacobson’s associated
allocation architecture [6] are of particular
interest to Internet2 because they meet
Internet2’s requirements so well.

In Premium service, allocations are expressed
in terms of peak rate, as measured by a token
bucket with a depth of one or two packets.
The smallest unit of allocation is a single
“flow” of packets as determined by a match
on IP header fields of source address, desti-
nation address, ports, and protocol. Packets
of the affected flow are marked in their pack-
et headers for Premium service and shaped
for conformance to the rate requirements at
the edge of the network. This may be done by
an edge network node, transparently to the
host, or may be done by a host. In the latter
case, the usual architecture would call for the
first-hop edge network node to monitor that
the marked traffic conforms to the allocation
the network has recorded for that flow. (“A
Two-bit Differentiated Services Architecture
for the Internet” [3] describes Premium serv-
ice in detail.)

The marking that packets carry is used by
subsequent network nodes to enqueue the
packets for priority service at each output
port. The combination of strict priority serv-
ice, no bursts at the peak rate, and a require-
ment that the service not be oversubscribed
means that packets will experience close to

APPENDIX ONE:

U S I N G  D I F F S E R V  P R E M I U M
S E R V I C E  T O  P R O V I D E
I N T E R N E T 2  Q O S
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the minimum possible latency and jitter
through the network.

Since bandwidth allocation is by peak rate
only, this single number can be simply
added up to guide allocation policies. Such
simplicity makes early deployment possible
and should be quite adequate for early
adopting networks, where QoS applications
are not expected to be a large percentage of
the bottleneck network bandwidth. 

Further, the peak rate method allows mix-
tures of static and dynamic allocation. For
example, a completely dynamic QoS might
be used within one campus, employing
hosts that signal for QoS using the RSVP
protocol. When that campus has packet traf-
fic that crosses the boundary onto the
Internet2 backbone, priority-marked traffic
might be allocated from a static allocation
across the boundary and policed to that
level. In the same Internet2 internetwork,
another campus might use completely static
allocations and another might use a mixture
of static allocations and requests made
directly to the network administrator. The
choice of intradomain allocation is up to
each domain. The choice of allocation across
a boundary depends only on the agreement
between the domains on each side of the
boundary.

2. Meeting Internet2’s Requirements

This section reviews Internet2’s QoS require-
ments and notes how Premium service can
meet each one. 

2.1 Enabling Advanced Applications
Premium service can deliver latencies that
are near network minimum since its packets
are marked for priority service at each net-
work node and the amount of packets per-
mitted in that priority queue is strictly limit-
ed by the conservative allocation strategy.
Maximum jitter within a subscribed service
rate is a single packet. The burst and rate
limitations also make for small, predictable
queues at each network node (on the order
of the in-degree of each network node).

Thus, there is no loss due to queue overflow.
Premium service, therefore, meets all
Internet2’s outlined [4] requirements for
enabling advanced applications. 

Although Premium service has low jitter and
per-packet delay, it is entirely conceivable
that some important applications will not
require this feature. These applications might
focus instead on the fact that it is possible to
bound the amount of time to transfer a large
amount of data, since the peak bandwidth of
the transfer is known and guaranteed.

It is worth noting that this service can be
provided to very low-rate flows (as in a
voice over IP application), as well as high-
rate flows.

When there is a large amount of bandwidth
available, as is expected in Internet2,
Premium service allows for its efficient use.
Any unused portion of the “pipe” not in
current use — including any portion allocat-
ed to a Premium service application — may
be used by other applications.

2.2 Multiple and Concatenatable
Implementations
To enable Premium service, network nodes
must be able to recognize priority marks in
packet headers and place those packets in a
priority queue for output. Many manufactur-
ers already offer priority queuing and are
moving quickly toward the necessary classi-
fication functions. 

Other differentiated services being discussed
either have more subtle features that could
give somewhat different behavior in differ-
ent implementations or are designed for
intradomain traffic engineering, rather than
for end-to-end services. For example, a pro-
posed “Assured service” [3,7,8] relies on a
preferential drop mechanism implemented
in every packet buffer in the network in
order to queue packets. In other words,
rather than marking which packets are sent
first, Assured service classifies which pack-
ets will be dropped last. Studies [9,10] show
that the ratio of the delivered rate to the tar-
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get rate in such a service can vary widely
depending on several factors, such as round
trip time of the connection, percentages of
the bottleneck link allocated to Assured traf-
fic, and particular TCP implementations.
Assured service does not provide a lower
per-packet delay than Premium service,
except for any delay benefits that might
accrue from using active queue management
to keep average buffer sizes low. 

Thus, Premium service is the currently
defined service most likely to be predictable
across a variety of manufacturers’ equip-
ment. Its delivered performance can also
easily be quantified.

The simplicity of this per-network-node for-
warding behavior (what IETF’s DiffServ
working group calls “per-hop behaviors” or
PHBs), priority queuing, coupled with
Premium service’s “rule” that the bottleneck
bandwidth of the network path must not be
oversubscribed, means that the results of
concatenating the behavior are well under-
stood. The behaviors of other differentiated
services under concatenation have not been
well explored.

2.3 Scales
Differentiated services have been engi-
neered for scalability, and Premium, as a
class of differentiated service, is scalable.
DiffServ classifies packets on multiple
fields in packet headers and shapes traffic
flows at the network’s edge where the num-
ber of flows that each network node must
handle is much smaller than the number of
QoS flows in the core of the network. All
packets are aggregated into a single category
(called a “behavior aggregate”) denoted by a
one-byte marking in the packet header. Core
nodes classify packets only on a small num-
ber of possible values in that byte and out-
put queues accordingly. Thus the alloca-
tions are also aggregated so that the agree-
ment between a backbone offering Premium
QoS and a client network is quite simple,
e.g., “Campus A may send priority-marked
packets at a rate of X from 8 am to 5 pm
every day.”

2.4 Administrable
Premium service has a simple allocation strat-
egy: only allocate up to some percentage of
the bottleneck link of the network. Further,
control of this is also fairly simple. Some
trusted network element sets the first-hop net-
work node (or edge device) to classify, mark,
and shape a certain stream of packets at a set
rate in the case of “unaware” hosts. In the
case of “QoS aware” hosts, the edge device is
set to police conformance of the already
marked packet stream. It is possible that some
network administrators may not even feel the
need to do this policing of aware hosts, fur-
ther simplifying administration. 

A variety of implementations are possible for
the “trusted network element,” or Bandwidth
Broker [1,2,3,6]. Very simple ones are possi-
ble, facilitating early deployment.

Premium’s current administrative simplicity
is a boon to getting a working QoS testbed
off the ground, but it should be noted that
more complex allocation strategies, thus
more complex administration, may emerge
as we gain experience with this method.

2.5 Measurable Service
There are a number of types of differentiated
service emerging, but only two of these have
some “profile” or specification of the QoS
requested, Premium and Assured. The
“precedence” or “class” service proposed in
[8] assigns relative shares of service at each
network node and thus is dependent on the
exact setting of the shares as well as the out-
put bandwidth at each node and the addi-
tional traffic in the network. This might give
services that “feel” less congested to their
users and, over time, result in faster data
transfers, but it is not apparent how to moni-
tor received QoS vs. requested QoS. Thus,
this does not appear to be well suited to
Internet2 requirements.

Premium service is the most measurable of
all currently defined differentiated servic-
es. As discussed previously, Assured serv-
ice has been shown to deliver target pro-
file rates that vary, with that variance
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depending on several network and host
features [9,10]. In contrast, the receiver of
an end-to-end flow granted Premium serv-
ice can measure packet rate and jitter to
determine compliance. If a two-way
Premium service is set up between two
hosts, it is possible to measure the round-
trip delay, which should both be minimal
and have low variance.

2.6 Host Requirements
It is possible to deploy DiffServ in a network
using legacy hosts that do not have special
operating system features to detect flows
marked for the Premium service. Instead,
flows can be earmarked for Premium service
by some external configuration (see [3]).
However, where RSVP is available in hosts,
it should be possible to use it to signal for
Premium service. (This using an architecture
outlined by Bernet et. al. [11].)

Of course, to realize the full benefits of the
Premium service, applications must be send-
ing at target rate and within the desired jitter
bounds. No network service can improve on
the quality of the data stream fed it.

2.7 Early and Incremental Deployment

As mentioned in 2.2, many of the required
features are either already in manufactured
equipment or should be available very soon.
Prototypes of Premium service have already
been deployed in the Department of Energy’s
research network [12].

Since the service can be deployed with very
simple and static allocations, many of the
hard problems of QoS that have stalled other
proposed services can be worked out in par-
allel with deployment and gaining experi-
ence from the simple strategies. Further, a
number of variations on allocation and a
number of different local policies can coex-
ist in different campuses.

3. Conclusion

Premium service is the most promising pro-
file-based differentiated service (PBDS) to
meet the demanding requirements of
advanced Internet2 applications. Because it
is the most easily-understood PBDS and
requires the simplest functionality in net-
work elements, it is also the most promising
service for early deployment in an Internet2
testbed.
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A C R O N Y M S

AAA: Authentication, Authorization, and
Accounting 
API: Application Programming Interface
AS: Autonomous System
ATM: Asynchronous Transfer Mode
AUP: Acceptable Use Policy
BB: Bandwidth Broker
BGP: Border Gateway Protocol
CAD: Computer Aided Design
CAR: Committed Access Rate
CBQ: Class-Based Queuing
CIR: Committed Information Rate
CoS: Class of Service
CSI: Carrier Scale Internetworking
EF: Expedited Forwarding
FR: Frame Relay
FTP: File Transfer Protocol
gigaPoP: gigabit Point of Presence
HPC: High Performance Connections
HTTP: HyperText Transfer Protocol
IEEE: Institute of Electrical and 

Electronics Engineers
IETF: Internet Engineering Task Force
IGMP: Internet Group Multicast Protocol
IGP: Interior Gateway Protocol
IP: Internet Protocol
IPPM: Internet Protocol Provider Metrics
IPSEC: Internet Protocol SECurity protocol
ISP: Internet Service Provider
LAN: Local Area Network
MBone: Multicast backBone

MPEG: Motion Picture Experts Group
MPLS: Multi-Protocol Label Switching
OC-n: Optical Carrier n
PBDS: Profile-Based Differentiated Service
PHB: Per-Hop Behavior
PVC: Permanent Virtual Circuit
PVP: Permanent Virtual Path
QBone: QoS backBone
QoS: Quality of Service
RED: Random Early Detection
RIO: RED with In/Out of profile
RJE: Remote Job Entry
RSVP: resource ReSerVation Protocol
SLA: Service Level Agreement
SONET: Synchronous Optical NETwork
SRL: Soft Real-time resource Library
SVC: Switched Virtual Circuit
TCP: Transmission Control Protocol
ToS: Type of Service
UCAID: University Corporation for 

Advanced Internet Development
vBNS: very high performance Backbone 

Network Service
VPDS: Virtual Private Data Service
WAN: Wide Area Network
WDM: Wave-Division Multiplexing

See also BABEL: 
A Glossary of Computer Oriented
Abbreviations and Acronyms at <http://
www.cis.columbia.edu/glossary.html>.
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